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EXCECUTIVE SUMMARY 
. 

Introduction and Aims 
This annex was originally suggested in 2008. Annex XV Task 1 was finalized in the spring 
2015. From September 2016 to August 2018 Task 2 was successfully completed. 
Nevertheless, a number of further questions were identified which are to be tackled within the 
framework of this Annex - Task 3 (01.11.2019 to 31.10.2021). The Annex takes on a multi-
disciplinary approach to the concept of excess heat recovery integrated in industrial 
complexes, aiming at the optimization of energy efficiency in global terms. The approach is 
based on industry needs and application, combining the knowledge of industrial technologies 
with energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 
The findings from Task 2 lead to a number of areas which resulted in this Task 3. Thus, the 
present Annex XV, Task 3 enabled to broaden the scope and included some new aspects, 
which may not be considered separately for changed framework conditions within an 
industrial environment.  
 
The included Subtasks were 

o Subtask 1: Combination of methods for excess heat identification and quantification 
o Subtask 2: Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial energy 

systems 
o Subtask 3: Operational aspects in industrial energy systems  
o Subtask 4: Opportunity and risk assessment for excess heat projects 
o Subtask 5: Compilation of innovative excess heat projects 

 
The achievements and results summarized in 
o a synthesis report on findings in the projects included in the Task as well as reported in 

literature, divided into the five subtasks, 
o a recommendation for further work internationally, 
o one report from each participant project (one or more per country), 
o Dissemination activities of each participating country. 
There have been in total 6 meetings in the task, including 5-day deep dive sessions for the 
individual Subtasks. 

Summary of the contents and findings by Subtask 
Combination of methods for excess heat identification and quantification  

With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can 
be achieved. However, these methods require considerably more information about the 
energy system and more time and effort from both energy managers and process integration 
experts. Those more advanced methods are primarily of interest in energy intensive 
industries with complex heat exchanger networks. 
Thus, the aim of this subtask was to create a network between groups working on and/or 
who are interested in developing a combination of methods. The questions posed aim to gain 
insight into the data requirements and methodologies applied in the projects that can in turn, 
aid with scaling-up the application of excess heat utilization in industry and provide 
stakeholders with greater clarity regarding on this dynamic topic.  
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The respondents noted that industrial systems can be quite different from each other, leading 
to complexity when trying to find common and replicable solutions. Hence, the respondents 
highlighted the need for clear, replicable strategies and guidelines regarding concept 
development, flexible control systems, monitoring and self-learning assessments to empower 
industry to make informed decisions to meet their operational and environmental needs.  

Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial energy systems 

The system future consequences in an industry, when excess heat is used, are of high 
importance for the opportunities for excess heat as well as for the economy and need for 
changes in the industrial energy system. These aspects have been discussed in this subtask. 
In all projects, the importance of putting excess heat opportunities in an industrial system 
perspective has been highlighted. The importance of identifying such consequences via 
system studies with e. g. pinch analysis is shown. This aspect seems to be crucial in real 
projects, as large changes in industrial energy systems will be very probable for the 
transmission in society towards deep decarbonization and as big projects for excess heat 
usage are expected to have a long lifetime. Future scenario studies should therefore always 
be performed in big industrial excess heat projects.  

High-temperature and hybrid heat pumps have been shown to be important technologies for 
industrial excess heat usage. Developments of and system aspects for these technologies 
have been reported in several projects. From the studies, it can be concluded that the 
introduction of such a novel heat pump requires a detailed system-consequence analysis, so 
that excess heat sources for heat pumping do not compete with e. g. direct excess heat use, 
or so that heat source temperatures after heat pumping do not decrease too much for further 
use.   The reported projects are important examples of the international extensive work for 
the development of high-temperature heat pumps and the results point at opportunities for 
considerable energy efficiency through excess heat usage in different types of industry. 

Energy storage projects reported deal with developments of high-temperature storage 
solutions, mainly for steam production. In all projects, excess heat usage using storage was 
successfully demonstrated. Possible consequences of future energy system changes were 
not studied in these projects, but the developed methodology in the CETES project can be 
used for such studies. 

Also, opportunities for increasing the use of industrial excess heat through low-temperature 
power production and combination between industrial solar heating and excess heat have 
been reported 

Operational aspects in industrial energy systems  

The projects canvassed in this sub-task capture some of the practical challenges, but also 
optimization opportunities. Their objectives range from software tools that optimize the 
design of industrial energy systems, to projects that optimize combinations of renewable 
technologies to meet industrial process heat demand. Other projects focused on the 
integration of specific renewable technologies within a range of industries that were able to 
generate integration concepts for process heat.  
The survey respondents provided valuable insights into opportunities and challenges 
experienced in their project activities that can in turn help industry, policy makers and other 
counterparts alike to better understand these issues and opportunities.  
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Opportunity and risk assessment for excess heat projects  

This sub-task seeks to capture the experience from projects that are exploring excess heat 
use, from a number of different angles. The projects outlined help to illustrate how risks and 
challenges arose in their respective projects, and the strategies that can be deployed to 
counteract this.  
Overall, the consensus from the project surveys was that strong policy frameworks can 
provide the certainty for all parties to be able to pursue excess heat opportunities. On the 
project level, iterative risk analysis and mitigation, along with strong stakeholder 
engagement, were identified as crucial strategies to employ to enable greater risk 
identification and mitigation. The insights gained can help all stakeholders (i.e., users, 
investors, suppliers and policy makers) to obtain a clear understanding of the associated 
risks and to develop mitigative strategies when deciding to develop an excess heat usage 
activity or endeavour in order to give it the greatest chance of success 
Compilation of innovative excess heat projects 

The projects reported deal with many different technologies, systems, types of industry and 
aspects. There are three main reasons for choosing a project in this subtask as innovative 
and/or of special interest. They clearly show the fast and interesting development in novel 
technologies/systems for industrial excess heat usage. The variety of industry types included 
shows that there is a potential in most types, which should be considered when building new 
plants, introducing new technologies/systems for e.g. decarbonization, and in revamping 
situations. As has been shown in the projects in this task, cooperation between industries or 
between an industry and a district heating/cooling system is in many cases a fruitful and 
economically interesting way of using industrial excess heat. A key issue, discussed in many 
reports, is the importance of putting the excess heat into a system perspective, thereby 
identifying optimal use of the excess heat together with or in competition with other measures 
for energy efficiency/GHG mitigation. 

Suggestion for further work in Task 15 - Subtask 4 
Based on all inputs and discussions during the meetings, a suggestion for possible Subtask 
4 in a continuation of the Task 15 has been suggested 

o Activity 1: The role of excess heat in industry and industrial symbiosis 
o Activity 2: (How to use) Process integration/intensification (strategy/benefits)  
o Activity 3: Ongoing Big projects and Experiences  

Each participating group shall make a contribution in one or more of the activities. 

Participants 
1. Austria: TU Wien (TUW), AEE - Institut für Nachhaltige Technologien (AEE INTEC), 

Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), and Energieinstitut an der JKU Linz (EI-JKU) 
2. Canada: Natural Resources Canada – CanmetENERGY 
3. Denmark: Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Weel & Sandvig, and Viegand 

Maagøe  
4. France: Greenflex 
5. Italy: ENEA, Politecnico di Torino 
6. Norway: SINTEF Enerig AS, Department Theraml Energy  
7. Portugal: Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL) 
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8. Sweden: Chalmers University of Technology, Alfa Laval since 2021 
9. Switzerland: Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts 

Contact information 
Annex Manager: 

• René Hofmann, AIT, Center for Energy, Austria, rene.hofmann@ait.ac.at 
• Thore Berntsson, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, 

thore.berntsson@chalmers.se  or thore.berntsson@chalmersindustriteknik.se  

Further reading and references 
This work adheres to the high-quality standards of the current rules for ensuring good 
scientific practice "Code of Conduct". Some parts were taken from the IETS annual report 
Annex XV, Annex XV meeting notes. This report is aligned in the content and structure to the 
previous report of Annex XV Task 2. 

  

mailto:rene.hofmann@ait.ac.at
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1. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF TASK 2 

1.1. Background – Task 1 to Task 3 
The main background for this annex was the increasing awareness about industrial excess 
heat as a potential resource for contributing to an improved economy and sustainability in 
larger systems. Although industrial excess heat has been used and is being used to a large 
extent internationally, the potential for an even wider use is considered to be substantial. It 
can be used 

• internally in an industry for primary energy saving, 
• externally in another industry or other industries in an industrial cluster, 
• between an industry/ industrial cluster and a district heating system, 
• between an industry/industrial cluster and e. g. greenhouses, 
• as a heat source in refrigeration plants for industrial or district cooling. 

 

The main aims of Task 1 were to give an overview of the excess heat situation in 
participating countries regarding 

• definitions of industrial excess heat, 
• process integration methods for identifying industrial excess heat potentials under 

different conditions, 
• development and experiences of methods/approaches for identifying amounts, 

temperature levels and type of industrial excess heat, 
• knowledge of industrial excess heat amounts, temperature levels and types in different 

types of industry, 
• development of technologies and systems for industrial excess heat recovery in 

different types of industry, 
• different types of policy instruments for industrial excess heat and the importance of 

policy instruments for the economy and environment for such heat, 
• a proposal for work in a second phase of this Annex. 

 

From Task 1, several important areas of interest for further cooperation were identified and 
included in Task 2. The subtasks were as follows:  

• Subtask 1: In-depth evaluation and inventory of excess heat levels 
• Subtask 2: Methodology on how to perform an inventory in practice 
• Subtask 3: Possible policy instruments and the influence on future use of excess heat 
• Subtask 4: Technology development  

The main findings of Task 2 are summarized below, based in the Task 2 final report  

• All participating countries seem to have excess heat usage as one of their prioritized 
energy efficiency areas, based on the many large projects reported from all 
participating groups.  

• Although excess heat usage is common in all participating countries, there is still a big 
potential for energy saving in this area. The technical potential seems to be substantial 
and there is a big economic potential. This is obvious from the many surveys 
performed, in which promising opportunities have been identified. 

• There are also many hurdles for implementation of excess heat usage. Many 
opportunities have not been realized due to one or more of these hurdles. They are, 
e.g.: lack of proper inventory, i.e. the real amounts and temperature levels of excess 
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heat have not been identified; uncertainty about integration, control and interplay with 
other parts of the energy system; different hurdle rates for return on investment 
between provider and user; poor economic performance with today’s policy instruments 
(but in many cases promising with possible future policy instruments); excessively high 
risk due to uncertainty about future conditions. 

The findings from Task 2 lead to a number of future work areas for continuation in a Task 3.  

1.2. Cooperation in Task 3 
The present Annex XV, Task 3 broadened the scope and included several new aspects, 
which may not be considered separately for changed framework conditions within an 
industrial environment. The Subtasks were: 

• Subtask 1: Combination of methods for excess heat identification and quantification 
• Subtask 2: Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial energy 

systems 
• Subtask 3: Operational aspects in industrial energy systems  
• Subtask 4: Opportunity and risk assessment for excess heat projects 
• Subtask 5: Compilation of innovative excess heat projects 

 
Based on all inputs and discussions during the meetings, a suggestion for possible subtasks in a 
continuation of the Annex was presented by the Annex managers within the ExCo of the IETS. All 
groups have expressed an interest for a continuation of Annex XV. The defined subtasks in Task 
3 can be found in the chapters below. All groups participated in one or more of the subtasks below, 
except for Subtask 5 in which all groups participated. All details of the contents of Subtasks 1 to 5 
are discussed in detail in the following Chapters 3 to 7. In addition, there is a summary included of 
most relevant findings in Chapter 8. It should be noted that this Synthesis Report is supplemented 
by Part 2, which include all relevant details regarding the projects in a more comprehensive 
manner.  
 
INDUSTRIAL AREAS 

Recovery and use of industrial excess heat can be of interest in all types of industry, 
especially process industries with large amounts of excess heat. Many possible application 
areas have been discussed above in the background description. 

1.3. Collaboration with Other IEA Activities 

Industrial excess heat is a part of an industrial energy system and interacts directly with 
parts. Hence, more close cooperation within IETS and other IEA TCPs is important in future 
work.  Examples of activities of importance for industrial excess heat are: 

IETS Tasks: 
• Task XI, Industry-based biorefineries towards sustainability 
• Task XVIII, Digitalization, Artificial Intelligence and Related Technologies for Energy 

Efficiency and GHG Emissions Reduction in Industry 
• Task XIX, Electrification in Industry 
• Task XXI, Decarbonizing industrial systems in a circular economy framework 

Other relevant TCPs for this topic: Heat pumping, IEAGHG (CCUS technologies and 
systems), ISGAN (International Smart Grid Action Network), Energy in buildings and 
communities. 
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2. ORGANIZATION 
The following description can also be found in the respective annual reports of Annex XV and 
has been completely included from there: 

The Annex XV – Task3 takes on a multi-disciplinary approach to the concept of excess heat 
recovery integrated in industrial complexes, aiming at the optimization of energy efficiency in 
global terms. The approach is based on industry needs and application, combining the 
knowledge of industrial technologies with energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 

2.1. Objectives 
The objectives of Task 3 were 

• to enhance international collaboration in the field of industrial excess heat usage, 
• to create a platform within IEA for sharing experiences and findings in R&D projects in 

the five areas included, 
• to improve the knowledge in participating countries regarding the combination of 

methods for excess heat identification and quantification, 
• to address to operational aspects, e.g. monitoring, control, 
• to exchange experience about risk minimization in excess heat projects, 
• to broaden awareness about consequences for excess heat levels of future changes 

in industrial energy systems, 
• to enhance knowledge about consequences for the performance, economically and in 

terms of sustainability, of industrial excess heat projects of different possible future 
innovative developments to identify future plans or trends in participating countries. 

 

2.2. Participants 
The participants in Task 3 are: 

10. Austria: TU Wien (TUW), AEE - Institut für Nachhaltige Technologien (AEE INTEC), 
Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), and Energieinstitut an der JKU Linz (EI-JKU) 

11. Canada: Natural Resources Canada – CanmetENERGY 
12. Denmark: Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Weel & Sandvig, and Viegand 

Maagøe  
13. France: Greenflex 
14. Italy: ENEA, Politecnico di Torino 
15. Norway: SINTEF Enerig AS, Department Theraml Energy  
16. Portugal: Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa (ISEL) 
17. Sweden: Chalmers University of Technology, Alfa Laval since 2021 
18. Switzerland: Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts 

 

2.3. Meetings 

2.3.1. Activities during 01.11.2019 to 31.10.2021 
In project year 2019, the contributions of the individual participants were collected and 
analyzed. In total, the participants provided information on rd. 30 projects. The result of this 
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analysis is available in the form of a contribution matrix, which sorts and clusters the 
available projects. The contribution matrix now allows the identification of synergies as well 
as gaps that should be addressed in the further course of the projects. The contribution 
matrix, the description of the competences of the participants as well as detailed project 
descriptions were made available to the participants. 
 
Meetings in 2019: 

• Kick-Off-Meeting, online, 3 October 2019:  
 
In the project year 2020, the proposed work was to start, continue and deepen according to 
the legal text of Task 3. The aim was to deepen the established matrix of project 
contributions of the individual subtasks. Therefrom, the project work and all detailed research 
questions in the individual subtasks with each group associated will be elaborated and 
answered regarding: Methods combination, Consequences for future changes, Operational 
aspects and Risk assessment. 
 

Meetings in 2020: 
• Annex Q1 Meeting, online, 28 January 2020:  
• Annex Q2 Meeting, online, 2 April 2020 
• Annex Q3 Meeting, online, 25 and 26 June 2020 
• Annex physical workshop was planned in spring 2020 in Vienna and was postponed 

due to COVID-19. 
 
In the project year 2021, the ongoing activities in Subtasks 1 to 5 were extensively 
deepened. On the basis of the comprehensive project list, detailed questions relating to the 
individual subtasks within the legal text were discussed in deep-dive sessions during a one 
week Web-meeting. This provided an excellent basis for the Annex XV group to draw 
conclusions from different viewpoints and enabled to learn from all projects of the 
participating countries. Beginning in summer, the work started on the Synthesis Report, 
which reflects the findings from the Annex XV Task3 Industrial Excess Heat. 
 

Meetings in 2021: 
• Annex Q1 Meeting, online, 18-19 January 2021:  
• Annex Q2 Meeting, online, Deep Dive Sessions, 22 April 2021, 26 April 2021, 27 April 

2021, 28 April 2021, 29 April 2021 
• Annex Q4 Meeting, online, 4.October.2021 

 
On January 31st, 2022 a Final Meeting focused on further works activities. It was noticed, that 
there are still a lot of open questions that could not be answered within the framework of the 
present Subtasks, but new questions have arisen. This has led to new topics, which could be 
tackled within a Task 15 - Subtask 4 in the next years. 

2.3.2. Contact details 
Annex Manager: 

• René Hofmann, AIT, Center for Energy, Austria, rene.hofmann@ait.ac.at 
• Thore Berntsson, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden, 

thore.berntsson@chalmers.se  or thore.berntsson@chalmersindustriteknik.se  

mailto:rene.hofmann@ait.ac.at
mailto:thore.berntsson@chalmers.se
mailto:thore.berntsson@chalmersindustriteknik.se
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2.4. Deliverables 
The achievements and results are summarized in 

• a synthesis report on findings in the projects included in the Task as well as reported 
in literature, divided into the five subtasks, 

• a recommendation for further work internationally, 
• one report from each participant project (one or more per country). 
• dissemination activities of each participating country. 
 

2.5. Dissemination 
• General information about the Task were uploaded on the website of IETS by the IETS 

secretariat. 
• Results from the Annex XV were made available on the IETS website as well was 

disseminated by the Annex Managers. 
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3. SUBTASK 1: COMBINATION OF METHODS FOR EXCESS HEAT 
IDENTIFICATION AND QUANTIFICATION 

3.1. Introduction and background 

Through questionnaires as well as other information (data on energy consumption etc.), 
information about excess heat opportunities can be collected with a reasonably small effort 
for the industry. A main problem, however, is the low rate of response or completion, 
reported by all participating groups. Some suggestions to improve that, according to the 
reports, would be to proceed in a step-wise manner with telephone call, questionnaire send-
out, visit and discussion and a follow-up visit.  

Regarding quality of received data in questionnaire approaches, it seems to differ between 
industry types and individual plants. The larger and more energy-intensive the industry is, the 
better the level of knowledge available in-house (through e.g. energy managers). On the 
other hand, complex energy-intensive industries often have complex heat exchanger 
networks, which may make it more difficult to identify the real excess heat levels, both 
amounts and temperature levels, without a deeper study. The directly observable level may 
sometimes lead to an underestimation. 

With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can 
be achieved. However, these methods require considerably more information about the 
energy system and more time and efforts from both energy managers and process 
integration experts. These more advanced methods are primarily of interest in energy 
intensive industries with complex heat exchanger networks.  

A third general methodology adopts a level of complexity somewhere in between the two 
extremes discussed above. Available data bases on industrial energy systems and process 
schemes are used, in several cases followed up by questionnaires, visits or interviews. An 
interesting possible continuation of this could be to use combined methods on new energy 
audits and energy balances, now being performed and reported to governmental agencies in 
all EU countries. 

Possibilities of improving the methodological approach for excess heat identification and 
quantification, by combining approaches described above, have been discussed and projects 
for this are running. 

The aim of this subtask was to create a network between groups working on and/or being 
interested in developing combinations of methods. 

The questions posed aim to gain insight into the data requirements and methodologies 
applied in the projects that can in turn, aid with scaling-up the application of excess heat 
utilization in industry and provide stakeholders with greater clarity regarding on this dynamic 
topic.  
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3.2. Short summaries of projects in the subtask 
Table 1: Project contributions for Subtask 1 

Country/Institution/Project Questionnaires Studies 
focusing on 
individual 
industrial 
branches 

Process 
integration 
methods 

Hybrid-
Methods 

AUSTRIA 
    

CORES (AEE INTEC, AIT, TUW) 
    

DigitalEnergyTwin (AEE INTEC)     

EUREMnext (AEE INTEC)     

SolarAutomotive (AEE INTEC)     

SolarReaktor (AEE INTEC)     

TrustEE (AEE INTEC)     

FRANCE (Greenflex)     

Waste heat recovery potential study 
in “Ile-de-France” 

    

DENMARK (DTU)     

Development of Process Integration 
Methodologies for Systematic 
Implementation in non-Energy 
Intensive Industries  

    

Energy efficiency in the industry: A 
study of the methods, potentials and 
interactions with the energy system  

    

SWITZERLAND (HLSU)     

Guidelines for the use of Industrial 
Waste Heat 
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Austria (AEE INTEC): DigitalEnergyTwin  

The project is developing a methodology and software tool that aims to optimize the 
operation and design of industrial energy systems. The project focuses on excess heat 
valorization from production processes into energy systems. By applying the digital twin 
methodology, detailed energy system modelling can be developed for selected processes 
(energy relevant, having excess heat potential) and renewable energy supply technologies 
can be validated and simplified.  

The core objective of the project is the development of an optimization approach, which can 
be applied to single use cases, as well as in the manufacturing industry (PCB industry). The 
tool aims to help industry to overcome the challenge of volatile renewable energy, which is 
subject to fluctuations in availability and demand (thermal and electric). The work aims to 
modularize and standardize this approach so that it can be replicated by other industrial 
companies and sectors, with the overarching objective of increasingly energy efficiency and 
renewable energy use.  

The project, although still on-going has found that despite there being strong interest from 
industry, the availability of the data required for preparing models for digital twins has proven 
to be a challenge. The project has also found that existing data from industry, including 
sensor data, is lacking in both quantity and quality. Therefore, dedicated efforts are required 
for the establishment of data acquisition and management infrastructure.  

Austria (AEE INTEC): CORES  

CORES aims to identify, evaluate and design technically, exegetically and economically 
optimized combinations of renewable technologies selected from excess heat, solar process 
heat, heat pumps, storage, PV and PVT, in order to address industrial process heat demand. 
It aims to achieve this through the development of a global system of KPIs for hybrid energy 
supply systems; the development of an optimization algorithm for a system simulation; and 
derived control concepts for the operation of the technology combinations.  

The project also seeks to explore additional synergies in the field of optimized integration of 
an industrial plant into grid-connected (thermal) energy supply, as well as apply innovative 
economic evaluation parameters (non-energy criteria, business models).  

The project has been able to define and develop a set of global KPIs as well as optimize an 
algorithm according to technical, economic and exegetic criteria. CORES also developed a 
system of system simulations to map possible combinations and interconnections of 
renewable technologies in parallel and in series configurations. Specific and general control 
strategies for optimized operations were also developed and are at various stages of 
implementation in three industries.  

Austria (AEE INTEC): EUREMnext 

The potential of excess heat recovery is often not recognized as a measure that achieves 
amortization rates within years or even months. EUREMNext works to increase the 
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availability of qualified and accredited experts with a holistic view both on the 
technical/engineering and economic/financial aspects of such measures, with business-
specific practical knowledge, and with the ability to present a complete, but concise, and 
realistic picture of the benefits (and risks) of such measures to both company management 
and financiers. 

The project has developed an Energy Audit Support Tool that helps auditors to identify and 
evaluate optimization measures along a defined standard (EN16247). After the process 
optimization and before the implementation of renewable/efficient energy technologies, 
excess heat recovery is a core of such feasible concepts.  

The Pinch methodology is implemented in the tool, automatically setting up the composite 
curves, identifying feasible heat exchanger (networks). The tool is linked to a WikiWeb 
hosted and operated by AEE INTEC and will be further extended to other industry sectors in 
the near future, allowing an easy going use in the future. 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarAutomotive  

Solar process heat has the potential to play an important role in the energy and climate 
objectives of the Austrian Federal Government. Similarly, there is a great potential for cost 
savings in the planning and implementation of SHIP-systems (Solar Heat in Industrial 
Processes). Yet, there are a number of barriers to its uptake, mainly due to a lack of 
awareness regarding smart integration opportunities at the process level, as well as possible 
upstream optimization opportunities.  

Solar Automotive aims to remove SHIP implementation barriers; increase the affordability 
and attractiveness of SHIP; and capitalize on the coupling of two major Austrian industries. 
To achieve these objectives eight Austrian and twelve German companies in the automotive 
and supplier industry were analyzed in detail to find available integration opportunities at the 
process level.  

The work was able to generate generally applicable integration concepts for solar process 
heat, which were made available to solar companies and was thus able to generate 
knowledge for intelligent process integration. A SolarSOCO tool was developed, which aims 
to reduce the specific system costs of SHIP plants. 

Computer-assisted factory trains were also developed, which considerably reduced the 
planning time and costs and increased the quality and efficiency of the implemented 
systems. The project also developed general guidelines for the integration of solar process 
heat and efficiency measures. 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarReaktor 

Despite their innovative qualities, offering a range of possible applications in energy-intensive 
industrial sectors, solar reactors are not a well known technology in general. Correspondingly 
there is not a wealth of available and comprehensive qualitative and quantitative 
assessments. Their research needs are largely undefined, and there is a lack of medium-
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term implementation and business models, hindering relevant stakeholders (the solar 
industry, technology suppliers, and the manufacturing industry) from taking on the research 
and development risks as well as investing in innovative research developments in this area.  

The “SolarReaktor” project addresses open questions related to the qualitative and 
quantitative assessment of solar reactor technology and its integration in energy-intensive 
industry. The project is developing a basic design of a modular solar reactor concept, 
merging the supply, reactor, storage, regulation and backup, based on a comprehensive 
analysis of the requirements and integration challenges of suitable processes and reactors. 

Before SolarReaktor, a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative assessment of the 
technological and economic potential of solar reactors was missing, which SolarReaktor was 
able to address. The project produced a semi-quantitative analysis to identify industrial 
processes and reactors suitable for solar energy use with solar reactors. Processes were 
classified by a traffic light labeling system, where each color indicates the suitability of a 
process for the solar energy supply. 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE  

Even in situations where conventional energy prices, energy efficiency (EE) potential, 
renewable energy (RE) resources and technology costs establish the conditions for 
economically viable investments in PHES (Pumped Heat, Electrical Storage) concepts, non-
economic and non-technical obstacles can persist, impeding exploitation of their positive 
impacts. To address this, TrustEE developed an innovative market-based financing model for 
PHES applications. The model draws on financial resources from a wide base and assures 
investment capital for SMEs, targeting demand from end-users, technology suppliers and 
investors.  

Based on an Equity Trust model and applying an innovative approach to PHES financing, the 
tool gathers the market expertise of end-users and technology providers to identify specific 
projects, matching objective economic viability criteria, providing them with a financing tool 
that incorporates technical support and securitization measures that help to optimize 
investments conditions, reducing risks and thereby helping SMEs to overcome restrictive 
lending criteria.  

Austria (AEE INTEC): INSHIP  

Despite process heat being recognized as the application with highest potential among solar 
heating and cooling applications, Solar Heat for Industrial Processes (SHIP) still presents a 
modest share of about 0.3% of total installed solar thermal capacity. 

Acknowledging both the potential contribution of solar thermal technologies towards the 
development of sustainable industrial production and the need for coordinated efforts tackling 
the technological challenges still faced by these technologies when applied in industry, 
INSHIP aims to define a European Common Research and Innovation Agenda (ECRIA). It 
seeks to achieve this by engaging major European research institutes, with relevant and 
recognized activities on SHIP into an integrated coordination and cooperation framework. 
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INSHIP has shown that excess heat recovery and solar heat for industrial processes is of 
high relevance for the decarbonization of industry. Focusing on industry, processes (state of 
the art and innovative) were screened to identify potential to increase their technical and 
economic feasibility by reducing their supply temperatures. This was done for both stand-
alone companies and industry parks.  

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

France’s Multiannual Energy Programme (PPE), amongst other objectives, aims to increase 
the production of renewable heat by more than 50% compared to 2014, bringing national 
production to 19 million tonnes by 2023. Heating networks play an essential role in achieving 
these objectives by enabling the massive recovery of energy such as the heat recovered 
from household waste to power units and/or the recovery of industrial waste heat. 

The study sought to identify industrial excess heat recovery potential and suitable uses in the 
Ile-de-France French region. A geographical, technological, and economical approach was 
conducted to identify the potential amount that will meet industrial and tertiary heating needs 
(quantity and quality). 

This study looked at the potential for recovering energy in incineration plants, industries, data 
centers and wastewater treatment plants. The objective was to quantify and locate these 
sources and to compare them with the heat needs of heating networks and residential, 
tertiary, or industrial buildings. 

The results of this study clearly shows that the recovery of waste heat in industry represents 
real energy potential to be considered, developed and used as a priority in Ile-de-France. 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

Although Swiss industry has made great efforts in this area in recent years, considerable 
amounts of waste heat are still being released into the environment. The potential for use of 
this waste heat can enable companies to better pursue their economic and ecological goals. 
However, management and the individuals responsible for the energy systems in the 
companies are often unaware of the opportunities and challenges of waste heat utilization.  

Within the context of this project, waste heat is understood as the "heat losses" to the 
environment that cannot be avoided after the implementation of energy efficiency measures 
(EEMs). To this end, the project developed a set of guidelines on the use of industrial waste 
heat. These guidelines support the analysis of waste heat potential, as well as the 
development of suitable technical and commercial solutions and designs. 

The project found that a rough pinch analysis requires less effort than a detailed pinch 
analysis and can be combined with a questionnaire. Hence, the guidelines recommend pinch 
analysis for determining the energy efficiency measures of the process; for determining the 
waste heat potential; for characterizing the waste heat streams and for identifying and 
quantifying industrial waste heat. The analysis effectively determines the excess heat 
potential directly together with other key process information (e.g. scheduling data, 
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information about the existing energy efficiency measures, temperature levels and heat flows 
of the heating and cooling requirements).  

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system 

The Project aims at assessing and optimizing the industry as an integrated part of the energy 
system and support this by analyzing and optimizing specific production processes using 
advanced thermodynamic methods. The work was divided into two parts: (i) the sectoral 
analysis of industrial energy use and excess heat recovery and (ii) the analysis of industrial 
sites using different thermodynamic methods. 

The manufacturing industry was assessed to identify the potential for energy use 
improvements on an energy system and process level. For this purpose, the inefficiencies of 
the industry sector of Denmark were taken as an example and quantified using energy and 
exergy methods. The developed models were used to quantify the amount of industrial 
excess heat. Based on this mapping, the potential for recovering and exploiting excess heat 
was assessed, which necessitated the development of new methods to locate potentials. The 
methods included spatial, temporal and economic elements to enable a realistic assessment 
of national potentials. This was complemented with multiple case studies, for which the 
model input uncertainties were taken into account.  

The tool developed for the case studies enables users to overcome some of the barriers for 
the utilization of excess heat. It assesses heat sources and possible uses, considers 
uncertainties and determines important model parameters.  

Denmark (DTU): Development of Process Integration Methodologies for Systematic 
Implementation in non-Energy Intensive Industries 

Process integration methods have proven to be highly effective in analyzing the energy 
utilization of industrial facilities and identifying possible actions for increasing their energy 
efficiency. However, they are far from constituting standard industrial practice. A major 
barrier to their use is the considerable time and resources required for performing the 
analysis. This issue is especially pronounced in non-energy-intensive industries, which are 
considered to hide a large potential for energy savings. Often, the low cost savings stemming 
from energy-efficiency projects in individual plants do not justify lengthy and expensive 
investigations. In this way, a large potential for energy savings, which may not be 
immediately clear, is missed. 

Thus, the project aims to simplify process integration methods without overlooking the largest 
energy savings potential. Using these methodologies creates opportunities to access the 
large energy savings potential currently unexploited in the non-energy intensive industrial 
sector. The project aimed to overcome or mitigate this barrier by developing expeditious 
process integration retrofit methods. To this end, the most time-consuming activities of 
available methods were identified, and two novel methods were proposed, named “Required 
Data Reduction Analysis” (RDRA) and “Energy-Saving Decomposition” (ESD) method. They 
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respectively aim at reducing the time taken for “data acquisition” and of the “design” phases 
of process integration retrofit projects. 

The results of RDRA’s application in five case studies demonstrated that it can significantly 
decrease the amount of parameters to measure, compared to what is traditionally 
recommended. In all the cases, the parameters to measure were more than halved, arriving 
at a maximum reduction of 86 %. Moreover, the method proved to be robust with respect to 
the assumptions required, and flexible in the scope of the analysis. It showed the potential to 
be employed combined to other energy analysis tools, and for designing industrial energy 
monitoring systems. 

The application of the ESD method to nine case studies proved that it can significantly 
reduce the size of the problem and the time employed in formulating profitable design 
proposals. All in all, the novel methods showed great potential for mitigating the barriers to 
the use of process integration tools in industry, potentially providing access to energy-saving 
opportunities that are often not immediately apparent.  

3.3. Project responses to questionnaire  
Questions: 

1. How can we combine i.e. Pinch Analysis/HENS (with specific data requirements) with 
more qualitative input from questionnaires and/or insights from studies regarding 
individual industrial sectors (typical temperature levels/ heat loads for typical 
processes) to calculate excess heat potentials? 

2. How could these gaps be filled without collecting new measurement data? 
3. What methods did you use in previous projects (e.g. pinch analysis, questionnaires, 

broader studies on a certain branch)? 
4. Do you already use combined approaches? 
5. What auxiliary calculations did you perform in order to estimate excess heat potentials? 
6. What obstacles did you encounter that would make a combination of information? 
7. Is it possible to obtain sufficient data combining questionnaires and insights from 

previous studies? (e.g., combining information on equipment size, product throughput 
and information gathered from previous studies) 

8. What requirements (data bases, data maintenance, knowledge on interconnections 
etc.) are needed? 

Q1: How can we combine i.e. Pinch Analysis/HENS (with specific data requirements) 
with more qualitative input from questionnaires and/or insights from studies regarding 
individual industrial sectors (typical temperature levels/ heat loads for typical 
processes) to calculate excess heat potentials? 

Austria (AEE INTEC) 

• Is a matter of the questionnaire quality 
• Previous projects are an advantage 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 
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The methods combined in the study to determine excess heat potentials are the following: 
• Regulatory filings related to safety to identify all possible industries and evaluate the 

potential in some of them (atmospheric discharge declaration include flowrate and 
temperature). 

• A questionnaire sent to 300 industries. 
• Specific ratio (kWh excess heat/Ton of product) used for a few sectors such as 

industrial laundries 
• A few sites have been directly contacted to recover the technical information needed 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

The guidelines require a pinch analysis for a company to complete the evaluation of waste 
heat usage. However, rough pinch analysis has been proposed to aid in the decision of how 
applicable a process is to benefit from a detailed analysis. The rough pinch analysis is first 
conducted to: 

• Determine the present state of energy use 
• Quantify roughly the potential for increasing energy efficiency and waste heat usage 
• Identify first concepts for possible energy efficiency measures 
• Recommend further course of action, in particular if a detailed pinch analysis is 

necessary. 

 The rough pinch analysis is based on the same systematic of a pinch analysis. At the start of 
a rough pinch analysis, a document is sent to explain the workflow of the analysis plus a 
listing and example of the required information (see Appendix). Additional questionnaires can 
be included with the information to combine such an approach with the rough pinch analysis. 

The results from the rough pinch analysis are the Composite Curves and Grand Composite 
Curves for the identified relevant operating cases. Whereas the Grand Composite Curve is 
key for quantifying the amount of excess heat. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process 
Integration Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive 
Industries 

Process integration should be supported by any possible source of information in addition to 
actual measurements. This may include engineering judgement and estimates from onsite 
staff or experts or from relevant sources related to similar processes. In any case industrial 
production varies over time and measurements are uncertain, which mean that it is not exact 
results that will be available. Accordingly, the mapping will require modelling based on first 
principles to establish mass and energy balances. The use of GIS and databases for location 
and time variation of demand and excess heat makes it possible to clarify the true potential 
of integration between industrial sites and with surrounding district heating systems. 

Q2: How could these gaps be filled without collecting new measurement data? 
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Austria (AEE INTEC) 

• Personal contact 
• Previous projects and expertise 
• Company reports and environmental reports 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

• Data was not available for all sites as only 10% of the industries have answered the 
questionnaire 

• Extrapolation was necessary using available documentation. Sector-specific data have 
been computed. 

• Dedicated pinch analysis on a few selected industries would have been useful to refine 
the extrapolation 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

In this subtask 1 it is proposed to use the rough pinch analysis approach to fill gaps in the 
identification and quantification of excess heat. The rough pinch analysis does not include a 
measurement program and is typically takes between 80 – 150 h to complete. The rough 
pinch analysis results could be combined to improve the accuracy of top-down methods used 
to quantifying sector-specific excess heat identification and quantification. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process 
Integration Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive 
Industries 

This may include engineering judgement and estimates from onsite staff or experts or from 
relevant sources related to similar processes. The mapping will also require modelling based 
on first principles to establish mass and energy balances. 

Q3. What methods did you use in previous projects (e.g. pinch analysis, 
questionnaires, broader studies on a certain branch)? 

Austria (AEE INTEC) 

• Questionnaires for Energy audits including all information about the industrial systems 
(EN16247) 

• Excess heat evaluation (identification and assessment) 
• Bottom up and top-down 
• Pinch based on audit information 
• Quick and dirty 
• High data resolution based for internal use of partner only 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 
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In the project described here (large scale with hundreds of potentials), the methods used 
were questionnaires, branch studies with excess heat ratios to production and regulation 
listing data. 
For one industrial site, Pinch analysis is often the most appropriate approach to determine 
excess heat potentials. 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

To assess excess heat at the company level, a detailed pinch analysis was used. This 
approach is excellent but the most time consuming given the need for a measurement 
project and the greater level of understand of the process and the technologies used. 

A questionnaire approach has also been used but suffered from lack of response and quality 
of data since such work to fill out the questionnaire is not core part of the business 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process 
Integration Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive 
Industries 

Pinch analysis, process modelling based on first principles mapping, expert interviews, GIS, 
industry registration data bases 

Q4: Do you already use combined approaches? 

Austria (AEE INTEC) 

Yes 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

We have not used Pinch analysis combined with questionnaires/branch studies. It might be 
useful for studies at a territory scale to refine the excess heat evaluation, yet it needs more 
time and the sites selected for Pinch must be representatives of the other sites 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

 A rough pinch analysis requires sending a document to explain the workflow of the analysis 
plus a listing and examples of the required information needed for the following workshops. 
This information can be considered to include a combined questionnaire approach; however, 
it is done in a targeted manner with direct follow-up in the associated workshops with key 
personnel. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process 
Integration Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive 
Industries 
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The use of Required Data Reduction Analysis and Energy-Saving Decomposition makes it 
possible to identify the important measurements. 

Q5. What auxiliary calculations did you perform in order to estimate excess heat 
potentials? 

Austria (AEE INTEC) 

• Consistency check 
• Mass and energy analysis 
• Pinch is only possible in 2-way-approach – internal & external 
• Top-down mainly 
• Approach of statistical data applied – mainly based on our own database 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

Comparison to local heat need to ensure heating network profitability (identification of 
feasibility areas). Heat recoveries outside these areas are removed. 
A first estimation of heat recovery and heating network CAPEX using sector-specific ratios. 
Heat recoveries above 35 €/MWh are removed because they would not be competitive to 
other heat production solutions, such as gas boilers. 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

Given the level of information obtained in a rough pinch analysis the Composite Curves and 
associated Grand Composite Curve can be determined. This enables direct determination of 
the excess heat potential for each operating case. As a result, no other auxiliary calculations 
are performed. 

 Central to using the Grand Composite Curve is that heat recovery is considered first before 
identifying the excess heat potential. Rough pinch analysis also allows for the identification of 
first concepts for possible energy efficiency measures and the effects on the amount of 
excess heat. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system 

Process modelling based on first principles mapping and sensitivity analysis. 

Denmark (DTU): Development of Process Integration Methodologies for Systematic 
Implementation in non-Energy Intensive Industries 

Process modelling based on first principles mapping and sensitivity analysis for applying the 
novel methods. 

Q6. What obstacles did you encounter that would make a combination of information? 

Austria (AEE INTEC) 
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• Industry sectors – energy-intensive vs energy-extensive 
• Industry-own assessment and also identification is difficult 
• Measurement necessary 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

• Low response rate to the questionnaires (10%) 
• Study duration not enough to realize Pinch analysis onsite 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

While rough pinch analysis is a key approach that identifies correctly and clearly the energy 
profile of a process it involves a commitment from companies to be involved. 

Experience has only been obtained in Switzerland with small, medium and large sized 
industrial companies. No experience has been obtained with very large companies or 
industrial clusters as present in other countries. However, it is concluded a rough pinch 
analysis could be applied to such situations under the assumption of requiring more project 
effort. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system 

The mapping and modelling requires significant efforts and time before it is possible to do the 
analysis.  

Denmark (DTU): Development of Process Integration Methodologies for Systematic 
Implementation in non-Energy Intensive Industries 

Uncertainty analysis may require Monte Carlo methods – this leads to added complexity in 
the analysis. 

Q7: Is it possible to obtain sufficient data combining questionnaires and insights from 
previous studies? (e.g., combining information on equipment size, product throughput 
and information gathered from previous studies) 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

As shown in this project, it is possible to It is possible to complete a process integration 
study, but it is crucial to verify the accuracy, e.g., by sensitivity analysis realize such study 
with questionnaires, sector specific studies, access to certain database (listing industries, 
product throughput and their atmospheric releases for example) and with many assumptions. 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

Information from previous studies as well as equipment size, product throughput for similar 
processes is included in a rough pinch analysis, when available, to help in process 
understanding and to determine the actual process heating and cooling requirements. 
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 Information on other processes (within the company or from others) are very helpful in filling 
in any missing data that cannot be determined during the project. This is also relevant in the 
case of extrapolating to future developments of the process. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials 
and interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process 
Integration Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive 
Industries 

It is possible to complete a process integration study, but it is crucial to verify the accuracy, 
e.g., by sensitivity analysis. 

Q8: What requirements (data bases, data maintenance, knowledge on 
interconnections 

France (Greenflex): Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” 

A list of all industries in the territory is needed with industrial sector, geographic location, 
production throughput, contact of the person responsible for energy onsite 

Switzerland (HSLU): Guidelines for the usage of industrial waste heat 

A data base to collocate excess results based on the different methods would facilitate cross 
method approaches and improve the quality of excess heat identification and quantification. 
This database would allow more people to have access to the data to use it in their own 
studies and learn how other methods have been done as well as promote the cross-method 
approach given the easier access to relevant information for the investigating engineer. 

An important requirement will be the structure of the data base to handle the different data 
formats for each method used. In addition, continued data maintenance will be required to 
adapt the structure as new methods and data formats are introduced into the database. 

The required format of the information for a rough pinch analysis is either a management 
summary document or final presentation. 

 Confidentiality requirements would have to be addressed in management of the data. 

Denmark (DTU): Energy efficiency in the industry: A study of the methods, potentials and 
interactions with the energy system & Denmark (DTU): Development of Process Integration 
Methodologies for Systematic Implementation in non-Energy Intensive Industries 

The combination of onsite retrieval of information by discussion with staff of the facility and 
expert insights in processes in general may be important. GIS, industrial registration data 
bases. 
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3.4. General conclusions 
1. How can we combine i.e. Pinch Analysis/HENS (with specific data requirements) 

with more qualitative input from questionnaires and/or insights from studies 
regarding individual industrial sectors (typical temperature levels/ heat loads for 
typical processes) to calculate excess heat potentials? 

 
Overall, responses to this question offered a range of disparate responses. Some responses 
pointed to questionnaire quality and previous projects as being an advantage to being able to 
combine Pinch Analysis with more qualitative input. Other respondents drew on regulatory 
filings related to safety, questionnaires, direct contact with sites and the use of a specific 
ration used for a few sectors to determine excess heat potentials.  
 
Another respondent proposed the use of rough pinch analysis to aid in the decision of how 
relevant or beneficial a more detailed pinch analysis would be. They outlined that a rough 
pinch analysis could be used to: 

• Determine the present state of energy use 
• Quantify roughly the potential for increasing energy efficiency and waste heat 

usage 
• Identify first concepts for possible energy efficiency measures 
• Recommend further course of action, in particular if a detailed pinch analysis is 

necessary.  
 
They noted that this assessment would then result in Composite Curves and Grand 
Composite Curves for identifying relevant operating cases and Grand Composite Curve 
which are key for quantifying the amount of excess heat.  
Lastly, one respondent noted that process integration should be supported by any possible 
source of information in addition to actual measurements. This may include engineering 
judgement and estimates from onsite staff or experts or from relevant sources related to 
similar processes. They noted that industrial production varies over time and measurements 
are uncertain, which would mean that exact results would not be available. Therefore, 
mapping would require modelling based on first principles to establish mass and energy 
balances. They also noted that GIS and databases could be used for location and time 
variation of demand and excess heat, making it possible to clarify the true potential of 
integration between industrial sites and with surrounding district heating systems.  

2. How could these gaps be filled without collecting new measurement data? 

A majority of respondents agreed that it was a challenge to obtain responses to 
questionnaires in the first place. Therefore, it was recommended that a range of qualitative 
and written materials could be drawn upon, including the results of previous projects and 
expertise to help bridge these gaps. Another respondent noted the need for extrapolating the 
results of the questionnaires that were answered.  
Two out of the 4 respondents supported the use of Pinch Analysis to fill the gaps in 
measurement data, with one of the respondents noting that rough Pinch Analysis could be 
drawn on to improve the accuracy of top-down methods used to quantify sector-specific 
excess heat identification and quantification. Engineering judgement was also referred to in 
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addition to estimates from onsite staff. It was also noted that mapping would also require 
modelling based on first principles to establish mass and energy balances.  

 
3. What methods did you use in previous projects (e.g. pinch analysis, questionnaires, 

broader studies on a certain branch)? 
 

Three out of four respondents used questionnaires, including for energy audits, with one 
cautioning that this approach suffered from lack of response and quality of data since such 
work to fill out the questionnaire was not a core part of their business. Other methods used 
included obtaining all information about the industrial systems; excess heat evaluations; 
bottom up and top-down approaches. 

 
Pinch Analysis was used in different ways by the respondents: One Pinch analysis was 
based on audit information; another noted that the Pinch analysis is most appropriate for one 
industrial site whilst another said that it was an “excellent” tool to use at the company level to 
assess excess heat, but that it was time consuming given the need for measurement and the 
greater level of understanding needed of the process and the technologies used. Lastly, one 
respondent drew on a variety of methods including, process modelling based on first 
principles mapping, expert interviews, GIS, and industry registration data bases.  

 
It is interesting to note that different respondents in different questions noted that Pinch 
Analysis was “only” suited to a particular level, with one noting that it is excellent at the 
company level (with caveats); another noted that it was appropriate at the industrial site level; 
and lastly, with one respondent suggested that it may be suitable at the territorial scale, to 
refine the excess heat evaluation, yet cautioned that it needed more time and the sites 
selected for Pinch test needed to representative of the other sites. 

 
4. Do you already use combined approaches? 

 
All four respondents stated that they use combined approaches. Two of four mentioned that 
they use Pinch Analysis, with one noting that they combine it with questionnaires/branch 
studies, also suggesting that Pinch Analysis might be useful for studies at a territory scale to 
refine excess heat evaluation as noted above. Another respondent explained that they use 
rough pinch analysis, which includes a combined questionnaire approach. The respondent 
explained that this is undertaken in a targeted manner with direct follow-up in associated 
workshops with key personnel. 
Lastly, one respondent noted that they used Required Data Reduction Analysis and Energy-
Saving Decomposition, which they maintain, makes it possible to identify important 
measures.  

 
5. What auxiliary calculations did you perform in order to estimate excess heat 

potentials? 

There were no consistent/comparable responses. One respondent outlined a range of 
auxiliary calculations that they draw on, including consistency checks; mass and energy 
analysis; top-down approaches; and drawing on statistical data from their own database. 
They noted that Pinch is only possible in a two-way approach; namely, internal and external.  
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Another explained that they did not use Pinch analysis combined with questionnaires or 
branch studies. Another respondent explained that due to the level of information obtained 
using a rough pinch analysis, the Composite Curves and associated Grand Composite Curve 
could be determined. Correspondingly no other auxiliary calculations were performed in their 
project. Central to using the Grand Composite Curve is that heat recovery is considered first 
before identifying the excess heat potential. They also explained that rough pinch analysis 
also allows for the identification of first concepts for possible energy efficiency measures and 
the effects on the amount of excess heat.  

Another respondent utilized process modelling based on first principles mapping and 
sensitivity analysis.  

6. What obstacles did you encounter that would make a combination of information? 

Respondents acknowledged the difficulties with industry own assessment and identification, 
with a low response rate to questionnaires being a consistent hurdle to overcome. In regards 
to using Pinch Analysis, another respondent noted that there was not enough time to realize 
it. Commitment from companies in terms of responsiveness to questionnaires and 
willingness to be involved in Pinch Analysis were mentioned by two separate projects with 
one stating that the rough pinch analysis is a key approach that helps to identify the energy 
profile clearly and correctly. Along the same lines, one project noted that mapping and 
modelling requires significant time and effort before progressing with additional analysis. The 
last respondent noted that uncertainty analysis may require Monte Carlo methods, which 
they argued, leads to added complexity in the analysis. 

7. Is it possible to obtain sufficient data combining questionnaires and insights from 
previous studies? (e.g., combining information on equipment size, product 
throughput and information gathered from previous studies) 

Again, responses were varied with little to no commonalities between them. It is possible 
draw on questionnaires, sector specific studies, access to certain database (listing industries, 
product throughput and their atmospheric releases for example) and with many assumptions. 
Rough Pinch Analysis was referred to here again as it draws on information from previous 
studies as well as equipment size and product throughput for similar processes, which help 
in process understanding and to determine the actual process heating and cooling 
requirements. They further explained that information regarding other processes (within the 
company or from others) can be helpful for identifying any missing data that cannot be 
determined during the project. This is also relevant in the case of extrapolating for future 
developments of the process.  

Process integration studies are also helpful, but the respondents cautioned that it is crucial to 
verify accuracy by means of, for example, sensitivity analysis.  

8. What requirements (data bases, data maintenance, knowledge on interconnections 
Insights included: 
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i. A list of all industries in the territory is needed with industrial sector, 
geographic location, production throughput, contact of the person 
responsible for energy onsite 

ii. A data base to collocate excess results based on the different methods 
would facilitate cross method approaches and improve the quality of excess 
heat identification and quantification. This database would allow more 
people to have access to the data to use it in their own studies and learn 
how other methods have been done as well as promote the cross-method 
approach given the easier access to relevant information for the 
investigating engineer. 

iii. An important requirement will be the structure of the data base to handle 
the different data formats for each method used. In addition, continued data 
maintenance will be required to adapt the structure as new methods and 
data formats are introduced into the database. 

iv. The required format of the information for a rough pinch analysis is either a 
management summary document or final presentation. 

v. Confidentiality requirements would have to be addressed in management 
of the data 

vi. The combination of onsite retrieval of information by discussion with staff of 
the facility and expert insights in processes in general may be important. 
GIS, industrial registration data bases. 

3.5. Additional remarks 
The importance of excess heat usage and its potentials were highlighted by Greenflex. In 
their project “Waste heat recovery potential study in “Ile-de-France” they conclude that 
excess heat usage should be prioritized in the Ile-de-France region.  

However, in general, heat recovery projects and especially data collection and the 
identification of good heat integration projects are time consuming and for non-energy 
intensive industries often prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, the available data basis in 
these industries is often rather poor. In the project DigitalEnergyTwin, which aims at using a 
digital twin to elaborate excess heat potentials, it was found that the available data available 
at industrial processes is generally of insufficient quality to set up these digital twins.  

Most of the projects in this subtask address these issues by either providing classifications 
for integration projects, reductions for data requirements, automated data analysis or 
generalized control strategies to reduce work-intensive project steps and to facilitate project 
realization. The concept of the rough pinch analysis and the “Required Data Reduction 
Analysis” (RDRA) method developed at DTU aim at reduction of input data or its quality. The 
work by HLSU also provides guidelines on how to approach heat recovery projects. 
SolarAutomotive provides integration schemes for solar heat in the automotive industry, 
facilitating process analysis. Similarly, SolarReaktor provides process classifications for the 
suitability of solar reactors also reducing analysis work. Methods developed in the projects 
EUREMNEXT and the “Energy-Saving Decomposition” (ESD) method developed at DTU 
both try to further reduce analysis work. In the project CORES, also generalized control 
strategies for energy systems are derived which should facilitate the project steps for 
implementation of identified efficiency measures.  
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4. SUBTASK 2: CONSEQUENCES FOR EXCESS HEAT LEVELS OF 
FUTURE CHANGES IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY SYSTEMS 

4.1. Introduction and background 
All projects that were reported in Task 2 deal with identification of excess heat in today’s 
systems. However, due to the need for deep decarbonization in industry and 
existing/planned policy instruments for that, industrial energy systems will probably undergo 
a big change into lower future levels of energy usage and, partly, novel process and energy 
technologies. This will mean a radical change in the situation for excess heat. Excess heat 
amounts will probably change substantially, whereas temperature levels can be both 
increased and decreased depending on which novel technologies and system solutions that 
will be used. Hence, planning future excess heat usage systems using today’s data may lead 
to wrong decisions.  

In this subtask, future changes in industrial energy systems that could possibly influence the 
amount of available excess heat and its temperature levels was investigated. Examples of 
such changes are radical energy efficiency measures, technology changes, integrated 
biorefineries, electrification (based on renewable electricity), CCS/CCU/BECCS, renewable 
heat sources, and industrial heat storage systems. 

In this subtask, site-wide analysis and a system optimization approach, taking into account 
all promising future system changes, was a crucial part. 

Excess heat is usually and in principle technically available in a short-term perspective, 
whereas some of the measures listed above will not be introduced earlier than in a 10-15 
year perspective, for technical, economic, and/or political reasons. Hence, it is crucial to 
develop implementation strategies that adopts both short-term and long-term perspectives in 
order to achieve deep decarbonization of the industrial sector.  

Listing the most promising process and technology changes per industrial sector, and their 
impacts on excess heat was an important deliverable of this Subtask. 
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4.2. Short summaries of projects in the subtask 
Table 2: Project contributions to Subtask 2 

Country/Institution/Project General 
Systems 

Heat 
Pump 
Systems 

Storage Power 
Cycles 

Solar 

AUSTRIA 
     

SolarReaktor (AEE INTEC)       

Bamboo (AIT)       

DryFiciency (AIT)       

HTESDürn – Hight temperature energy 
storage device for the thermal centre 
Dürnrohr (TUW)  

  

  

 

 

CANADA (CanmetENERGY)      

Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep 
Decarbonization of the Industrial Sector       

DENMARK (DTU)      

Development of ultra-high temperature 
hybrid heat pump for process application 

 
  

   
Norway (SINTEF) 

     
CETES 

  
  

  
COPRO Competitive power production 
from industrial surplus heat       

HighEFF: Centre for an Energy Efficient 
and Competitive Industry for the Future      

 
SWEDEN (Chalmers)      

A case study-based approach for targeting 
of potential future industrial excess heat 
availability accounting for possible deep 
decarbonisation measures  

      

ITALY (ENEA) 
     

Systems for Flexible Energy via Reuse of 
carbOn (SFERO)   
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General Systems 

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

This project developed a systematic approach that can be used to analyse how different 
decarbonisation options may affect the potential future availability of excess heat at a specific 
plant site. The approach is based on the use of consistent, energy targeting methods based 
on pinch analysis tools, and therefore relies on comprehensive data about process heating 
and cooling demands. To illustrate the approach, we demonstrate results from industrial case 
studies in which different decarbonisation measures are assumed to be implemented. The 
case studies were selected from a case study portfolio, which includes relevant and site-
specific process and energy data for a large share of Swedish industrial process sites. The 
results show that deep decarbonisation can have significant impact on the availability and 
temperature profile of industrial excess heat, illustrating the importance of accounting for 
future process development when estimating excess heat potentials. The case studies 
included: primary steel production, olefin production (chemical industry), oil refining, pulp 
production. 

The results of the case studies indicate that electrification, new bio-based processes, and 
carbon capture will affect the future availability of industrial excess heat if implemented on a 
large scale. The effect of these decarbonisation pathways will, however, be different 
depending on the technology used, the type of industry, and specific site conditions. 
Availability of excess heat might increase as well as decrease, and the effect will be different 
depending on the temperature level considered for the excess heat. 

Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

The progressive decarbonisation of the Italian economy requires the research and 
development of new technologies for the safe and efficient use of renewable sources, 
together with the sustainable use of conventional fuels. Carbon intensive industries as steel, 
iron and cement industries make Italy one of the main economy in Europe. These production 
processes have already reached very high levels of efficiency in the use of resources and it 
is estimated that the additional technological options for a more efficient use of energy would 
allow a reduction in CO2 that is limited. Consequently, a substantial reduction in carbon 
dioxide emitted by industrial processes requires the implementation of technologies for the 
capture, removal, use and storage of CO2.  

Calcium looping (CaL) process as inherently circular process, is a good candidate for 
capturing CO2 from hard-to-abate sectors such as the steel and cement industries. The 
spent calcium based material used as CO2 acceptor can be reused as flux in steel making 
process and raw material in cement industries. In the SFERO (Systems for Flexible Energy 
Reusing carbon) project optimal integration of the calcium oxide-based capture process for 
the decarbonisation of steel and cement making processes on a large scale will be 
presented. Different processes will be defined and, for each configuration, the mass and 
energy balances along with carbon footprint will be evaluated with particular attention to the 
thermal integration between the CaL process, the energy-intensive industry and energy 
production, in order to maximize energy recovery. In this document results for cement 
production are presented. 
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An important part of the findings was the efficient use of the excess heat. The role of excess 
heat in the SFERO project is twofold. During the regeneration of solid sorbent at 900 °C the 
CaCO3 is decomposed into CaO and CO2. The heat leaving the calciner can be recovered 
in order to produce power. The reaction between CO2 and CaO releases heat which can be 
recovered internally. Furthermore, the CaL process is gaining considerable interest as a 
thermo-chemical energy storage process with solar energy. 

Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

With the decline of market demand for newsprint and the rising demand for packaging 
material, Canadian thermomechanical pulping (TMP) mills have to evaluate their potential to 
enter new markets and produce new products. In addition, Canada has committed to 
reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions by 40-45% below 2005 levels, by 2030, while 
Canadian pulp and paper industry was responsible for 6.8 MtCO2e in 2018[1], not counting 
~36 MtCO2e of biogenic emissions. In response to these challenges, TMP mills should 
explore different transformation avenues. In this project, different business transformation 
paths for TMP mills are presented, considering the production for new pulp and paper 
products and the implementation of biorefinery technologies, highlighting the associated 
barriers, challenges, and key success factors. In addition, different opportunities are 
presented for TMP mills to reduce their operating costs by a better energy management and 
implementation of new energy efficient wood refining technologies such as inter-stage 
fractionation and low consistency refining. The project is concluded by discussing the impact 
of those transformation paths on the mill energy profile and related energy integration 
aspects. 

A key message delivered to industry was that regardless of the avenue taken, a site-specific 
process integration study is recommended for a more efficient energy management of the 
entire system, relatively early in the process. In particular, in case the opportunity to recover 
water and heat synergistically between existing and new equipment could tip the scale 
between competing avenues, it should be identified early. 

It was also concluded that excess heat plays a central role in the argument that some 
product diversification avenues may be better suited in some TMP mills than others. This is 
quantified in the report. It was shown that the product mix and selected technologies have a 
direct impact on the amount of excess heat. When excess heat from TMP refiners, in the 
form of dirty steam converted to clean steam in a reboiler, is used efficiently (i.e. without loss 
or cross-pinch), then there is a good match and theoretically a TMP mill can operate boiler-
less (A small package boiler might still be needed for start-up and upset condition). 

4.1. Project responses to questionnaire  

In this subtask, future changes in industrial energy systems that could possibly influence the 
amount of available excess heat and its temperature levels were investigated. Key issues 
relating to this topic include the future influence of available excess heat (amounts and/or 
temperatures). This can be a consequence of future changes in the surrounding system 
and/or system consequences of novel developments of technologies for excess heat usage. 
In the latter case, excess streams could be used more efficiently, i. e. types of stream or 

https://webmail.chalmers.se/owa/#x__ftn1
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temperature levels, thereby influencing the system energy balances and opportunities for 
excess heat usage. 

The subtask has been divided into four different parts. The first one deals with the influence 
from the surrounding system. The last three categories address the impact of technology 
development. 

The four parts are: 

• General systems 
• Novel heat pumps 
• Storage 
• Low-temperature power production and solar 

Specific questions were identified for all parts. The objective was to better understand the 
characteristics and findings in each project, as well as to enable comparisons between e. g. 
project findings. The questions were:  

General systems 

1. What is the excess heat role in the systems research? 
2. Future availability of excess heat (amount and temperature) due to changes in the 

surrounding system? 
3. Are future scenarios included? 
4. Method development for system consequences? 

Novel heat pumps, storage and low-temperature power production and solar: 

5. What is the aimed technology/system improvement? Temperature levels? Novel high-
efficiency components? Capacity? Other? R&D on system integration? 

6. Future changes in the surrounding system included in the R&D? 
7. Improved potential for excess heat usage as a result of the R&D? Any level, a case 

study, industry type, etc. 

1. What is the main expected outcome of the project?  

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

The main outcome of the project is an increased understanding of how process 
decarbonisation might affect excess heat levels at industrial process plants. This was 
achieved by: 

• Development of a methodology for theoretical evaluation of the effects of process 
changes on the availability of excess heat (amount and temperature) from industrial 
process plants, and  
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• Case studies where the developed methodology is used to assess the impact of 
possible decarbonisation options on the availability of excess heat at real Swedish 
process plants.  

Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

The main outcome of SFERO project is the comparison of different pathways for 
decarbonisation of hard-to-abate industries. A special focus is on steel and cement 
industries. Intensified processes for H2 production are analyzed and excess heat role 
identified. The aims are to quantify (i) CO2 capture through the use of eco-sustainable solid 
material (ii) valorisation of the captured CO2 via non-thermal (cold) plasma reactor, (iii) 
integration with solar energy. 

Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

The main expected outputs of this project are: 

• Different business transformation paths for TMP mills are investigated  
• Different opportunities are presented for TMP mills to reduce their operating costs by a 

better energy management and implementation of new energy efficient technologies 
• Impact of different business transformation paths on the mill energy profile and related 

energy integration aspects are discussed 

Longer term outcome: project results are disseminated to industry, and TMP mills are thus 
better equipped to choose a way forward. A successful product diversification, without the 
unwelcomed surprise of unexpected fuel costs, will help TMP mills maintain profitability and 
regional jobs.  

2. What is the excess heat role in the system research? 

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

System consequences of process changes and their implications for excess heat availability 
was the main focus of the project.  

• Future availability of excess heat (amount and temperature) due to changes in the 
surrounding system?  

The project’s method development and case studies focused on the assessment of how 
future excess heat availability (theoretical targets) may change compared to current levels 
due to changes in process configurations in the plant, which may be implemented in order to 
achieve deep emissions reductions. 

Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

An important part of the findings was the efficient use of the excess heat. The role of excess 
heat in the SFERO project is twofold. During the regeneration of solid sorbent at 900 °C the 
CaCO3 is decomposed into CaO and CO2. The heat leaving the calciner can be recovered 
in order to produce power. The reaction between CO2 and CaO releases heat which can be 
recovered internally. Furthermore, the CaL process is gaining considerable interest as a 
thermo-chemical energy storage process with solar energy. 
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Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

In case of a “parallel” biorefinery, site-specific heat and water integration can circumvent 
water treatment and steam capacity debottlenecks, allowing a larger biorefinery 

Thus, excess heat plays a central role in the argument that some product diversification 
avenues may be better suited in some TMP mills than others. These aspects are quantified 
in the report. 

3.  Future availability of excess heat (amount and temperature) due to changes in the 
surrounding system? 

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

The project’s method development and case studies focused on the assessment of how 
future excess heat availability (theoretical targets) may change compared to current levels 
due to changes in process configurations in the plant, which may be implemented in order to 
achieve deep emissions reductions. 

Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

The future availability in case of Cal integration in hard-to-abate industry and for solar energy 
storage is reported in Table 2.  

Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

One consequence of future changes is highlighted in Part 2. It was observed that the heat 
profile of the mill could be significantly affected while an increase of machine dryer steam 
demand is expected. The conclusion was that the possible future changes will have a huge 
impact and that a thorough process heat integration is required to remain thermally self-
sufficient or for fuel cost minimization. 

The impact of installation of an airborne dryer – to export market pulp – on mill’s heat profile 
is shown in Part 2. It was observed that this might have a significant impact on the heat 
profile of the mill and on opportunities for excess heat availability. 

4. Are future scenarios included? 

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

The project case studies assume various scenarios for future decarbonisation pathways at 
the plant level and investigate the resulting effect on excess heat and power generation 
targets. The assumed scenarios do not necessarily represent the most cost-effective way to 
reduce emissions, nor do they reflect the most likely development at each plant. Instead, the 
aim of the scenarios is to capture the broad range of likely decarbonisation options in various 
industries.  
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Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

Future scenarios are the integration of calcium looping process and solar energy in hard to 
abate industry: steel, iron and cement making processes.  

Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

Yes. The following future scenarios are included in this project: 

• For traditional products – heat integration, energy efficient refining technologies, 
flexible power loads 

• Pulp and paper product portfolio diversification 
• Additional revenues from added-value bio product. 

 

5. Method development for system consequences? 

Sweden (CIT, Chalmers): Effect of process decarbonisation on future targets for excess heat 
delivery from an industrial process plant. 

The project included the development of a methodology for theoretical evaluation of the 
effects of process changes on the availability of excess heat (amount and temperature) from 
industrial process plants. The methodology relies on tools from pinch analysis, a consistent  

set of theoretical assumptions and a pre-determined prioritisation between fuel savings, 
power generation and excess heat recovery (see also the methodology description above). 

Italy (ENEA): SFERO, Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn 

Methodologies for optimal heat/energy/material integration among the plant units are sought 
to be developed. Initial calculations for energy integration use the well-known pinch analysis 
methodology. More refined optimization techniques could be developed in the future. 

Canada (CanMet Energy):  Eco-Efficient Processes for Deep Decarbonization of the 
Industrial Sector 

It was proposed to consider the energy integration aspects as part of the business 
transformation process. The CAPEX for heat integration can also affect the final outcome of 
decision between different future product portfolios. Given the complexity of pulp and paper 
processes and the numerous interactions within and across unit operations, multi-criteria 
decision support knowledge and tools providing energy improvement pathways are 
instrumental for increasing the energy performance and profitability of the pulp and paper 
industry. In case of a “parallel” biorefinery, additional work is needed to better address 
simultaneous site-specific heat and water integration, in relation with sizing of the biorefinery. 

Novel heat pumping 

Denmark (DTU): Hybrid heat pumps 

The hybrid heat pump combines the absorption and the compression process and uses 
water and ammonia as working pair. This makes it possible to reach temperatures above 80 
°C using the standard industrial refrigeration components of today. The aim of the project 
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was to increase the operating limits of the hybrid process by using the new standard 
components for higher pressures.  

The project consisted of: Theoretical and practical investigation of the hybrid heat pump 
process for high temperatures, investigation of possible implementation and a general 
market survey as well as investigation of potential for demonstration at an end user. 

To investigate the possibility of developing high temperature HACHP, numerical models were 
developed for the one-stage cycle and several identified two-stage compression 
configurations. The design of the hybrid absorption-compression heat pump (HACHP) 
governed by two extra degrees of freedom compared to the VCHP set by the choice of the 
rich ammonia mass fraction and the circulation ratio.  

The studies have shown that the HACHP can be used for heat supply temperatures of 150 
°C and temperature lifts up to 60 K. For the temperature range where the HACHP competes 
with ammonia VCHP, the HACHP is the most viable solution at low temperature lifts while 
VCHP is more profitable at high lifts. For the range where the HACHP competes with iso-
butane or CO2, the HACHP is always the more viable solution. 

A procedure for thermodynamic modelling of HACHPs was presented and several two-stage 
compression configurations were identified. All the identified two-stage configurations were 
compared with the one-stage HACHP in terms of  coefficient of performance (COP), 
volumetric heat capacity and compressor discharge temperature. This clearly showed that 
the two-stage configuration with internal heat exchange, always is preferable. 

 

The feasible working domain of an HACHP has been evaluated based on a detailed 
economic analysis and a comprehensive investigation of the design variables: ammonia 
mass fraction and circulation ratio. The results show that the HACHP is capable of delivering 
both higher heat supply temperatures and higher temperature lifts (up to 150 °C and 60 K 
with commercially available components respectively) than conventional VCHP. 

A conventional and advanced exergy-based analysis was also applied to the HACHP. The 
results showed that the advanced analysis differed from the conventional one. 

 

Austria (AIT): High Temperature Heat-Pumps for industrial applications (EU Projects 
BAMBOO and DryFiciency) 

The EU-funded projects BAMBOO and DryFicieny are submitted combined as a single 
project since they both address the development of high temperature heat pumps with a 
target temperature of 160°C.  

In the ongoing EU project DryFiciency, high-temperature heat pumps are being developed 
and demonstrated at two Austrian sites. In the EU project "Bamboo", the possibility of direct 
steam generation with a high-temperature heat pump is being investigated since electric-
based steam generation can significantly increase the use of renewable energy in industrial 
processes in the future.  

For Annex 15 Task 3, the impact of implementing high temperature heat pumps compared to 
fossil fuel combustion on available surplus heat quantities is investigated. For this purpose, 
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the waste heat flows generated by steam supply using steam boilers are analyzed and 
compared to the substitution of steam by high-temperature heat pumps. 

By means of two examples from publications on the EU projects DryFiciency and Bamboo, it 
was shown what effects the integration of heat pumps has on the waste heat flows generated 
by conventional steam generation. Specifically, desalination and flue gas were looked at in 
more detail, whose output is also reduced by a reduction in steam output in the steam 
generator. If these waste heat flows are already being used in the process, this must be 
taken into account in any planned integration of heat pumps. Consumers that are then 
supplied by the waste heat from the steam generator must be at least partially covered by 
other heat sources after integration. 

Norway (SINTEF): HighEFF – Case: "Integrated high temperature heat pumps and 
thermal storage tanks for combined heating and cooling in the industry 

This project concerned the installation of an integrated heat pump system of a green-field 
dairy and the investigation of its energy consumption and system performance. The dairy is 
situated in Bergen, Norway and features a novel and innovative solution of a fully integrated 
energy system, employing high temperature heat pumps such as the hybrid absorption-
compression heat pump (HACHP) with natural refrigerants to meet all requirements for 
heating and cooling. The performance of the novel system was evaluated based on available 
process data for a relatively energy-intensive week in February. The results showed that the 
system was able to meet the occurring demands and that the specific energy consumption 
with 0.22 kWh/L product can outperform the annual average value of the replaced dairy even 
under difficult conditions. The specific energy consumption is expected to be further reduced 
when based on an annual average. Through measures such as the extensive use of waste 
heat recovery accounting for 32.7% of the energy used, energy consumption was reduced by 
37.9% and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by up to 91.7% compared to conventional 
dairy systems. Simultaneous, the process achieves a waste heat recovery rate of over 95%. 
Furthermore, demand peaks were compensated and a system coefficient of performance 
(COP) of 4.1 was achieved along with the identification of existing potential for further 
improvements. 

The results obtained clearly demonstrate that the integrated energy system with high 
temperature heat pumps and thermal storage tanks is suitable for providing all cooling and 
heating demands of the investigated dairy. The achieved performance despite an energy-
intensive operation period can certainly compete with conventional solutions. Thus, a further 
reduction of the specific energy consumption to the target value of 0.15 kWh/L product on an 
annual average appears feasible. 

Project answers to the specific questions 

6. What is the aimed technology/system improvement? Temperature levels? Novel 
high-efficiency components? Capacity? Other? R&D on system integration? 
 

Denmark (DTU): Hybrid heat pumps 

The HACHP may reach higher temperature levels at reasonable pressure, and hence it can 
be competitive for industry – in particular for application with temperature glide due to the 
zeotropic nature of the mixture. 
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The target temperatures are up to 150 °C. 

Austria (AIT): High Temperature Heat-Pumps for industrial applications (EU Projects 
BAMBOO and DryFiciency) 

DryFiciency: development and demonstration of high temperature heat pumps up to 160°C 
with OpteonMZ™ as refrigerant. Demonstrators in two Austrian companies in drying 
processes for starch and bricks. Development of a high temperature heat pump to generate 
low pressure steam up to 160°C and demonstration at a steel mill of Arcelor Mittal in Spain. 

Regarding system integration: Available excess heat source has impact on appropriate heat 
pump configuration but also on economic viability of heat pump integration, heat pump 
integration can have effects on the residual excess heat levels within the industrial 
process,the temperature level of the heat pump source is reduced, substitution of 
conventional stream production with heat pump steam production reduces the available 
excess heat from flue gas streams that occur in combination with fossil based steam 
production.  

Novel high efficiency components? Other? 

 

Denmark (DTU): Hybrid heat pumps 

The heat exchanger for evaporation and condensation of zeotropic mixtures, i.e., desorber 
and absorber, respectively, and the vapour-liquid separation of the working fluid. 

Austria (AIT): High Temperature Heat-Pumps for industrial applications (EU Projects 
BAMBOO and DryFiciency) 

Drying (general): relevant sources are humid air after drying and all other available excess 
heat sources with appropriate temperature levels and heat loads that coincide with the dryer 
schedule.  

Brick drying: hot exhaust air from a kiln can be used as a source. This exhaust air, however, 
could be subject to changes in the brick burning process and thus might be altered in the 
future.  

Future potential changes to the surrounding systems were not addressed in the projects.  

Storage 

Norway (SINTEF): CETES - Cost-efficient thermal energy storage for increased 
utilization of renewable energy in industrial steam production 

CETES is a spin-off research project funded by the Excellence Research centre HighEFF1 
(led by SINTEF Energy Research, Norway). CETES developed methods to enable cost-
efficient usage of fluctuating renewable energy sources in steam production by utilizing 
thermal energy storage (TES). Both investment costs and potential cost savings are 
considered to identify the optimal TES technology, size and operation for each case. Besides 
storage systems, the potential combination of high-temperature heat pumps (HTHPs) and 
TES for cost-efficient steam supply are considered. The storage technologies considered for 
intraday load shifting include:  

• Steam storages,  
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• Latent heat storage (LHS) in the form of phase change materials (PCMs),  
• Sensible heat storage in concrete,  
• Molten salt storage.  

The selected mix of storage technologies covers a broad range of applications with regards 
to storage time, desired temperature level and charging/discharging rates; thus, various cost-
scenarios for energy prices can be addressed. For steam generation, both electric boilers 
and HTHPs were investigated. The output is a cost-based recommendation for a given 
application for the storage size, type and operation. 

Austria (TU Wien): High temperature thermal energy storage for the thermal centre 
Dürnrohr 

Application of high-temperature TES in steam production is expected to become increasingly 
relevant to enable decarbonization of the process industry with increased share of fluctuating 
renewable energy sources in the grid. The project demonstrates that heat load-specific costs 
must not be neglected when it comes to cost-optimal storage selection for high temperature 
applications such as industrial steam supply, since heat load requirements usually have a 
significant impact on heat transfer areas. This is especially true in the case of indirect thermal 
energy storage by means of an intermediate storage medium. The derived storage cost 
functions are not only capacity but also heat load-dependent which is crucial for industrial 
applications. Moreover, cost optimal storage integration for industrial storage applications at 
higher temperatures (>100 °C) has only been addressed by a few authors. The proposed 
optimization model can easily be extended for other steam generation units and storages 
since its formulation is general.  

In the framework of the research project Dürnrohr four thermal energy storage technologies 
(Ruth storage, latent storage, packed bed storage and the SandTES-technology) are 
investigated for their suitability of integration into the thermal heat centre Dürnrohr. As heat 
source excess steam at 50 bar and 380 °C from a waste incineration plant is available. 
Within the project different integration variants for the different storage technologies are 
developed and analysed. Based on these integration concepts the individual storages are 
dimensioned and designed. At the end of the project the capital and operational cost for the 
different storage integration concepts are analysed.  

A detailed view on the charging and discharging process of the excess heat shows that for 
the storages two different constellations are given, which have an important impact on their 
design and operation. While during the charging process mainly a sensible heat transport 
from the heat transfer fluid to the storage material is given, the primary heat transfer 
mechanism during the discharging process is the evaporation of the heat transfer fluid.  

Therefore, at discharging the Pinch-point is of great relevance, because this point plays an 
important role for the design of the heat exchanger. Additionally the Pinch temperature 
difference has a significant influence on the temperature difference of the storage material 
and therefore on the storage dimension and on the material mass flow.  

The cost analysis of the different storage concepts has shown that the Ruth storage is 
approx. 47% expensive compared to the other storage technologies. The costs for the latent-
, SandTES- and packed bed storage are in the same range. This result is the consequence 
of the special situation of the thermal centre Dürnrohr. They do not need additional staff for 
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the operation and maintenance and they produce their own electricity. Therefore, the 
operational costs are negligible compared to those of the capital costs. 

In the present case the Ruth’s storage is the most expensive while the other technologies are 
in the same order of magnitude. The operation behaviour of the heat transfer medium 
corresponds approx. with the latent thermal energy storage. This indicates, with respect to 
the packed bed regenerator and the SandTES technology at same investment costs, for a 
preferred integration of the latent thermal energy storage into the thermal centre Dürnrohr.  

Norway (SINTEF): CETES 

Addressing the question: What is the aimed technology/system improvement? 
Temperature levels? Storage capacity? Economy? Other?  

CETES developed methods for identifying the most cost-efficient thermal energy storage 
system for load shifting and exploitation of fluctuating renewable energy sources in industrial 
steam production for 100-175 C and different capacity levels. 

Austria (TU Wien, IE JKU): HTSDürn 

Aimed technology/system improvement: The integrated storage should help to compensate 
the daily and yearly fluctuations within the heat network of the thermal centre. These 
fluctuations are caused by the bioethanol plant AGRANA (daily) as well as the district heating 
network (daily and yearly).  Furthermore, the storage should compensate the increasing 
number of expensive start-up processes of the coal fired power plant located at the same 
place in Dürnrohr. Beside the reduction of the start-up cost of the coal boiler the 
implementation of the storage will also help to reduce the CO2 emissions into the 
environment.  

Temperature levels and capacity: In the project, the steam demand of the bioethanol plant 
AGRANA is at a temperature of 210 °C and a pressure of 17 bar while the district heating 
network consumes steam at 160°C and a pressure lower than four bar. The excess heat 
source is steam at a temperature of 380 °C and a pressure of 50 bar. The storage 
temperature levels differed between the different storage types. The Ruth’s storage change 
the temperature between the associated saturation temperature of 50 bar and 17 bar. For the 
packed bed air as a second heat transfer fluid was used for the heat exchange between the 
steam and the storage material. After the charging processs, the thermocline temperature 
distribution within the packed bed is between 365 °C at the top and 165 °C at the bottom. 
After discharging the stored energy, a superheated steam with a temperature of 210 °C at 17 
bar is available. After the charging process with the help of the SandTES technology the 
storage material quartz sand has a temperature of approx. 264 °C. The used latent heat 
storage material NaNO2/KNO3 has a melting point of 222 C. The storage capacity for all 
analyzed technologies was 70 MWhth.  

7. Future changes in the surrounding system included in the R&D? Improved 
potential? 
 

Norway (SINTEF): CETES 

The resilience to future changes in the surrounding system has not been studied in CETES. 
However, any alternative scenario can easily be simulated using the developed algorithm to 
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evaluate the compatibility with the determined optimal thermal energy storage solution for the 
current system.  

In the scenario envisioned in CETES, the determined solutions will enable replacing fossil-
fuel-based boilers with technologies which are better fitted to the temperature range needed 
for steam generation. Therefore, excess heat will actually be avoided as a result of the 
project.  

 Low-temperature power production and solar 

Norway (SINTEF): COPRO Competitive power production from industrial surplus heat 

The COPRO project has made advancements in industrial waste-heat-to-power conversion 
for low-to-medium temperature heat sources. Through analysis and evaluation of industry-
specific case studies, a better understanding has been brought forward on both cost 
considerations and the complex effects, practical constraints and interactions caused by 
integrating heat-to-power system into core processes. Industry partners Alcoa, Hydro, and 
Equinor represent end-user processes that the case studies were based on. GE Power 
Norway and FrioNordica contributed as technology providers, and SINTEF Energy Research, 
The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) and the Royal Institute of 
Technology (KTH) in Sweden have been the research partners.  

The project's PhD candidate and his work on turbine modelling and development has led to 
broad international cooperation that includes research stays at the Technical University of 
Delft and Queen Mary University of London. There has also been collaboration with 
Politecnico di Milano and the Technical University of Munich. In addition, 5 MSc students, 5 
project students, and 3 summer-research internships have worked linked to the project. 

The partners in COPRO have gained an expanded understanding of power generation from 
surplus heat in their own industrial processes. This understanding makes it possible to 
assess the utilization of surplus heat in conjunction with the impact on the core process, 
which enables potential and benefits to be maximized and the opportunities for practical 
implementation increased. The industry partners report that the project has highlighted the 
potential for improvement on their own plants and processes, and provided insight into 
potential opportunities, limitations, and effects from implementing the researched concepts. 
The contribution to educating a number of students and younger researchers on the specific 
topic is also highlighted as an important effect - new experts constitute a recruitment base for 
the industry and are very effective means for knowledge transfer.  

The research partners have built new capabilities, methods and tools that will be used in 
further development of energy efficiency technologies. 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarReaktor 

The goal of SolarReaktor project is to provide industry with an innovative technology that can 
be used for various procedures and processes thus significantly enhancing the use of solar 
energy in industry. In this solar reactor, highly innovative technologies (emerging 
technologies) thermal, thermochemical, photocatalytic and solar-electrolytic processes are to 
be fused with solar supply in such a way that they demonstrate significant advantages over 
conventional processes, reactors and energy supply and thus become state of the art by 
2030. SolarReaktor’s concept of merging process intensification (new processes and 
reactors) with solar supply (thermal, direct radiation or solar-electrolytic) is a radical 
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innovation. High system efficiencies, significant system simplifications, improved process 
management, easier controllability, system integration with industrial excess heat and, above 
all, significant cost reductions are expected. Ongoing research on solar reactors focus 
specifically on solar hydrolysis or wastewater treatment shows very promising results. The 
savings and simplifications achieved, confirm the expected specific implementation potential, 
but do not allow conclusions for other processes or applications. 

Innovative process technologies will enable both the integration of excess heat but also low-
ex renewables. This was shown in the project that will serve as basis for future 
developments. While all are talking about electrification and green hydrogen the exergy 
based and optimised systems are very relevant as the potential for the supply with the above 
mentioned are limited. We need the other solutions and at the same time extend the potential 
for excess heat utilisation by the integration/development of innovative process technologies. 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarReaktor 

Included, alternative to simple electrification, future excess heat usage at low to medium 
temperatures. 
8. Improved potential for excess heat usage as a result of the R&D? Any level, a case 

study, industry type, etc 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarReaktor 

New future potential for combination of solar energy and excess heat, industrial research 
initiated. 

4.2. General conclusions 
General Systems 

Types of industry included in the projects are: Iron and steel (Chalmers,) cement (SFERO,) 
pulp and paper (Chalmers, Canada), Chemical (Chalmers), oil refining (Chalmers) 

In all projects, the importance of putting excess heat opportunities in an industrial system 
perspective has been highlighted.  

In the Swedish project, possible consequences for excess heat availability in four different 
case studies are reported.  The results show clearly that possible and probable future 
changes can have a huge impact. However, no general conclusions on increases or 
decreases can be drawn, as the site-specific situation has a high influence. Also in the 
Canadian project, possible new technologies or routes in TMP plants will have a significant 
influence on energy efficiency and excess heat usage opportunities. In the SFERO project, 
big changes in opportunities for excess heat-based power production or heat recovery in 
cement production of future technology changes are reported. In all three projects, the 
importance of identifying such consequences via system studies with e. g. pinch analysis are 
highlighted. This aspect seems to be crucial in real projects, as large changes in industrial 
energy systems will be very probable for the transmission in society towards deep 
decarbonization and as big projects for excess heat usage are expected to have a long 
lifetime. Future scenario studies should therefore always be performed in big industrial 
excess heat projects. 
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In the Chalmers project, a new methodology for the assessment of future changes impact on 
excess heat availability and usage has been developed, based on a combination of pinch 
analysis-based methods and scenario building.  

Novel heat pumps 

Development of novel high-temperature has been reported from Austria, Norway and 
Denmark. The aims have been to create low or medium temperature steam. In the Austrian 
development, heat pumps for production of 160 C steam have been tested in the BAMBOO 
project.In the Norwegian project CETES, high-temperature heat pumps in connection with 
thermal storage at 100-175 C have been tested and in the Higheff project a hybrid 
absorption-compression heat pump has been demonstrated in a dairy, resulting in very high 
energy efficiency and excess heat recovery (together with extensive system energy 
efficiency measures). Also in the Danish project, hybrid compression-absorption heat pumps 
for temperatures up to 150 C have been studied theoretically and tested experimentally as 
well as compared with the compression type.   

From the studies, it can be concluded that the introduction of a high-temperature heat pump 
requires a detailed system-consequence analysis, so that excess heat sources for heat 
pumping do not compete with e. g. direct excess heat use, or so that heat source 
temperatures after heat pumping do not decrease too much for further use. This has been 
quantified through pinch analysis e. g. in the BAMBOO Project and demonstrated in the 
Norwegian dairy project (Higheff). 

In the Danish study, the hybrid type was shown to be economically favourable in several 
applications, not the least at low temperature lifts. Based on a market study, the possible 
market seems to be big. 

Suitable excess heat temperatures and sizes for high-temperature heat pumping have been 
shown to be available in different drying applications, including brick drying (BAMBOO), 
breweries and aluminium plants (CETES) and dairies (Higheff) 

Future possible changes of excess heat availability due to other novel processes or systems 
have not been explicitly studied. However, in e. g. brick drying, system changes may reduce 
heat pump opportunities. Due to the combination of heat pumping and storage demonstrated 
in the CETES and Higheff projects, remaining excess heat levels can be reduced to a 
minimum. 

The reported projects are important examples of the international extensive work for the 
development of high-temperature heat pumps and the results point at opportunities for 
considerable energy efficiency through excess heat usage in different types of industry. 

Storage 

The reported projects deal with developments of high-temperature storage solutions, mainly 
for steam production. 
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In the CETES project, discussed above, methods were developed for identifying the most 
cost-efficient thermal energy storage system at 100-175 C for load shifting and exploitation of 
fluctuating renewable energy sources in industrial steam production. Four different storage 
types were investigated and for steam generation, both electric boilers and HTHPs were 
investigated. The output is a cost-based recommendation for a given application for the 
storage size, type and operation. As discussed above, this was done in combination with 
heat pumping. Case studies were a brewery and an aluminium plant.  

In the same way the results from Higheff, also discussed above, highlighted the opportunities 
with a combination between heat pumping and high-temperature storage for a dairy system 
and the importance of energy system optimization for all included technologies. 

In the HTESDürn project, storing of high-temperature steam from an incineration plant for an 
ethanol plant and a district heating system was investigated. The investigation was done for 
four different types of storage technologies. After discharging the superheated heat transfer 
fluid steam should be available at a temperature of 210 °C and a pressure of 17 bar The 
dynamics at charging/discharging was studied as well as capacity and economy.  

Different types of storage were tested in both the CETES and the Dürn project. It has not 
been possible in this subtask to directly compare the results for different types, but this could 
be an interesting activity in a possible future subtask. 

In all projects, excess heat usage using storage was successfully demonstrated. Possible 
consequences of future energy system changes were not studied in these projects, but the 
developed methodology in the CETES project can be used for such studies. 

Low-temperature power production 

The partners in COPRO have gained an expanded understanding of power generation from 
surplus heat in their own industrial processes. The research partners have built new 
capabilities, methods and tools that will be used in further development of energy efficiency 
technologies. 

Solar heating 

In the SolarReactor project, it has been demonstrated how solar heating and excess heat 
usage can be combined. New knowledge about design and operation of such plants has 
been developed. This is a valuable contribution to the ongoing studies on renewables in 
industrial energy systems.  
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5. SUBTASK 3: OPERATIONAL ASPECTS IN INDUSTRIAL ENERGY 
SYSTEMS 

5.1. Introduction and background 
Excess heat in industry is often characterized by short-term and seasonal variations of both 
amounts and temperature levels. In some industries, such variations are minor whereas they 
are substantial in others. This can complicate its usage both internally and externally. Excess 
heat can be subject to different optimal integration concepts and combinations with other 
sources. An optimised system must benefit from the flexibility of the system and 
interconnections. Industry is overwhelmed by the number and complexity of such possibilities 
and needs clear answers and strategies in terms of concept development, flexible control 
systems, monitoring and self-learning assessment. 

Therefore, new concepts (online, predictive and holistic) for industrial energy supply systems, 
which support the integration and work like flexible consumer for electric grids, increases 
efficiency by optimal control of the overall system, as well as utilizes excess heat are very 
promising, using the possibilities of digitalization. 

Additionally, by combining the existing optimization problems for unit commitment and heat 
exchanger network synthesis, additional savings potentials and synergy effects may be 
exploited in comparison to the individual problems. 

Data measurement, monitoring and control in excess heat usage and other renewable 
projects are therefore sometimes crucial. In addition, internal industrial processes can be 
involved, as the whole system should be optimized. Hence, monitoring and control serve two 
purposes, i.e. to make the whole system operational and to optimize it technically, 
economically and ecologically in an online flexible perspective.  

Projects, which were included in this subtask tackled with the 

• Integration of excess heat in supply systems 
• Development and/or experiences of control strategies for complex excess heat usage 

systems in combination with other sources (renewable and conventional) and a strong 
link to the process control itself 

• Principles for optimization of excess heat usage systems with large variations 
• Monitoring of excess heat in complex systems 

 

To this end, the projects canvassed in this subtask capture some of the practical challenges 
but also optimization opportunities outlined above. Their objectives, summarized below, 
range from software tools that optimize and operationalize the design of industrial energy 
systems, to projects that optimize combinations of renewable technologies to meet industrial 
process heat demand. Other projects focused on the integration of specific renewable 
technologies within a range of industries that were able to generate integration concepts for 
process heat.  

The projects provided valuable insights to opportunities and challenges experienced in their 
activities that can in turn help industry, policy makers and other counterparts alike to better 
understand these issues and opportunities.  
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5.2. Short summaries of projects in the subtask 
Table 3: Project contributions to Subtask 3 

SUBTASK 3 
   

Country/Institution/Project Impact of 
seasonal 
changes 
on 
excess 
heat 

Addressing complexity of 
industrial energy systems 
considering control, 
monitoring, self-learining 
assessment regarding 
excess-heat 

Operational 
restrictions to be 
considered regarding 
internal/external use of 
excess heat 

AUSTRIA 
   

CORES (AEE INTEC/AIT, 
TUW) 

 

   

DigitalEnergyTwin (AEE 
INTEC)      

SolarAutomotive (AEE 
INTEC) 

 

   

EDCSproof (AIT, TUW) 
 

   

Sinfonies (AIT, TUW) 
 

     

Norway (SINTEF) 
 

  

CETES     

COPRO 
 

    

SusOrgPlus 
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Austria (AEE INTEC): DigitalEnergyTwin – Optimised operation and design of 
industrial energy systems 

The project is developing a methodology and software tool that aims to optimize the 
operation and design of industrial energy systems. The project focuses on excess heat 
valorization from production processes into energy systems. By applying the digital twin 
methodology, detailed energy system modelling can be developed for selected processes 
(energy relevant, having excess heat potential) and renewable energy supply technologies 
can be validated and simplified.  

The core objective is the development of an optimization approach, which can be applied to 
single use cases, as well as in the manufacturing industry (PCB industry). The tool aims to 
help industry to overcome the challenge of volatile renewable energy, which is subject to 
fluctuations in availability and demand (thermal and electric). The work aims to modularize 
and standardize this approach so that it can be replicated by other industrial companies and 
sectors, with the overarching objective of increasingly energy efficiency and renewable 
energy use.  

DigitalEnergyTwin is an ongoing project; however, to-date the project has found that despite 
there being strong interest from industry, the availability of the data required for preparing 
models for digital twins has proven to be a challenge. The project has also found that existing 
data from industry, including sensor data, is lacking in both quantity and quality. Therefore, 
dedicated efforts are required for the establishment of data acquisition and management 
infrastructure.  

Austria (AEE INTEC): CORES – Integration of combined renewable energy systems in 
industry 

CORES aims to identify, evaluate and design technically, exegetically and economically 
optimized combinations of renewable technologies selected from excess heat, solar process 
heat, heat pumps, storage, PV and PVT, in order to address industrial process heat demand. 
It aims to achieve this through the development of a global system of KPIs for hybrid energy 
supply systems; the development of an optimization algorithm for a system simulation; and 
derived control concepts for the operation of the technology combinations.  

The project also seeks to explore additional synergies in the field of optimized integration of 
an industrial plant into grid-connected (thermal) energy supply, as well as apply innovative 
economic evaluation parameters (non-energy criteria, business models).  

The project has been able to define and develop a set of global KPIs as well as optimize an 
algorithm according to technical, economic and exegetic criteria. CORES also developed a 
system of system simulations to map possible combinations and interconnections of 
renewable technologies in parallel and in series configurations. Specific and general control 
strategies for optimized operations were also developed and are at various stages of 
implementation in three industries.  
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Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarAutomotive – Solar process heat for the automotive and 
supplier industry 

Solar process heat has the potential to play an important role in the energy and climate 
objectives of the Austrian Federal Government. Similarly, there is a great potential for cost 
savings in the planning and implementation of SHIP-systems (Solar Heat in Industrial 
Processes). Yet, there are a number of barriers to its uptake, mainly due to a lack of 
awareness regarding smart integration opportunities at the process level, as well as possible 
upstream optimization opportunities.  

Solar Automotive aimed to remove SHIP implementation barriers; increase the affordability 
and attractiveness of SHIP; and capitalize on the coupling of two major Austrian industries.  
To achieve these objectives eight Austrian and twelve German companies in the automotive 
and supplier industry were analyzed in detail to find available integration opportunities at the 
process level.  

The work was able to generate generally applicable integration concepts for solar process 
heat, which were made available to solar companies and was thus able to generate 
knowledge for intelligent process integration. A SolarSOCO tool was developed, which aims 
to reduce the specific system costs of SHIP plants. 

Computer-assisted factory trains were also developed, which considerably reduced the 
planning time and costs and increased the quality and efficiency of the implemented 
systems. The project also developed general guidelines for the integration of solar process 
heat and efficiency measures. 

Austria (AIT): SINFONIES 

Industrial energy systems need to become more flexible and future-proof to be able to cope 
with the challenges posed by climate change. Future industrial energy systems will consist of 
more components for energy conversion and storage than today and will generally be more 
complex.  

Heat integration and available excess heat for heat pumps are crucial for future resource 
efficient energy supply for industry and investment in this system will be crucial to scale-up 
efforts. SINFONIES is developing a comprehensive optimization model for local energy 
supply, which also takes into account direct heat recovery, storage technology and load 
shifting in the process itself.  

The SINFONISES approach aims to generate confidence and minimize investment risk by 
creating greater confidence and transparency, which will aid industrial companies to 
transition to a renewable energy system. It does this by combining existing optimization 
formulations such as Unit Commitment, Heat Exchanger Network Synthesis and Scheduling, 
additional savings potentials and synergy effects.  The coupling of these considerations can 
help companies to avoid poor investment decisions, which had previously been made due to 
insufficient consideration of technical restrictions when considering individual optimization 
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problems separately. The tool also serves to provide support in identifying the most 
appropriate technology to support operational objectives.  

Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 

The primary goal of EDCSproof is the development of an online, predictive and holistic, 
reconfigurable control concept for industrial energy supply systems that supports the 
integration of renewables. It does this by using energy storage, working as flexible consumer 
for electric grids (demand side management considering dynamic tariffs), increasing 
efficiency through optimal control of the overall system, and utilizing waste heat by using 
high-temperature heat pumps (< 150 °C). By doing so, it demonstrates a future concept for 
decarbonization utilizing digitalization.  

This work also includes the development of a user-friendly human-machine interface for 
efficient input of production plans, the visualization of current and predicted plant states, and 
possible intervention points for operators and managers. The expected project result is a 
widely applicable, cross-sector energy concept for subsequent implementation at the sites of 
the project partners, as well as for a majority of companies.  

Heat conversion, storing and consumption were modelled, and the Energy Demand Control 
System (EDCS) was successfully tested in the laboratory, thereby reaching TRL 4. This 
control concept achieves optimal operation of a given infrastructure for different target 
functions (e.g. energy costs or emissions). With chosen boundary conditions, EDCS lowered 
energy costs by -8 % and lowered emissions by -57 % compared to a standard controller. 

Norway (SINTEF): SusOrgPlus 

The quality of organic food products and sustainability of production depend on the 
cumulative impacts of each processing step in the food chain and their interplay. The future 
generation of organic food products will depend on both. The Norwegian part of the Era-Net 
Cofounded project SusOrgPlus has mainly focused on the design, construction and testing of 
a heat pump dryer running on natural refrigerants and the development and testing of a 
smart drying concept for high quality organic products.  

The primary objective of the Sintef part of the SusOrgPlus project has been the development 
of a demonstration unit on CO2 neutral drying system, utilising waste heat recovery and a HP 
application which are economically viable, even on a low scale, thus phasing out fossil fuels, 
enabling efficient production and implementation of smart processing systems. 

A Modelica based dynamic heat pump-assisted dryer model was developed with respect to 
heat transfer, pressure loss and flow requirements. The results from these simulations were 
used for dimensioning the dryer and the heat pump system for the demonstration unit. A 
number of drying experiments were performed to analyse the assessment and the heat 
pump dryer performance.   

Previous studies have shown that many drying systems run very inefficiently in terms of 
drying time, energy demand (mainly fossil fuels), raw material utilization and resulting 
product quality. In addition, not all conventional drying processes are allowed in production of 
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organic products. The use of non-invasive monitoring and control systems have shown a 
great potential for improvement of the quality of the resulting products. Simple solutions can 
readily be implemented into existing processes (e.g., dynamic control of product 
temperature), while integration of advanced solutions is not possible and/or financially viable 
in practice. 

A heat pump drying system with natural refrigerants and energy storage for utilizing waste 
heat recovery was developed and demonstrated as part of this work. The system includes an 
instrument for surface temperature controlled drying processes as well as a system for 
optical analysis of the product quality live during drying. Organic apples and seaweed were 
processed and dried in the new demonstration unit validating the assessment from pre-
construction simulations as well as provided a sample basis for product quality analysis. The 
recorded data were also utilized for life-cycle analysis focusing on energy consumption.  

Norway (SINTEF): CETES - Cost-efficient thermal energy storage for increased 
utilization of renewable energy in industrial steam production 

Utilizing thermal energy storage (TES) together with power-to-heat conversion technologies 
such as high-temperature heat pumps (HTHPs) enables industry to transition towards 
renewable-based steam production, and at the same time, decrease their energy costs by 
shifting the electricity consumption to low-cost periods. Since low payback times and 
profitability are key criteria for investment decisions, it is necessary to identify cost-optimal 
integration scenarios for TES that also consider technical restrictions such as available 
conversion units and thermodynamic constraints. TES has been studied in many different 
settings; however, no systematic approach for optimal integration of TES and power-to-heat 
for steam generation has been developed yet. 

CETES developed methods to enable cost-efficient usage of fluctuating renewable energy 
sources in steam production by utilizing thermal energy storage (TES). Both investment 
costs and potential cost savings are considered to identify the optimal TES technology, size 
and operation for each case. Besides storage systems, the potential combination of high-
temperature heat pumps (HTHPs) and TES for cost-efficient steam supply were also 
assessed.  

The selected mix of storage technologies covers a broad range of applications with regards 
to storage time, desired temperature level and charging/discharging rates; thus, various cost-
scenarios for energy prices can be addressed. For steam generation, both electric boilers 
and HTHPs were investigated. The output is a cost-based recommendation for a given 
application for the storage size, type and operation. 

The project demonstrated that heat load-specific costs must not be neglected when it comes 
to cost-optimal storage selection for high temperature applications such as industrial steam 
supply, since heat load requirements usually have a significant impact on heat transfer 
areas. This was found to be especially true in the case of indirect thermal energy storage by 
means of an intermediate storage medium. The derived storage cost functions are not only 
capacity but also heat load-dependent which is crucial for industrial applications. 
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Cost optimal storage integration for industrial storage applications at higher temperatures 
(>100 °C) has only been addressed by a few authors. Due to its general formulation, the 
proposed optimization model from this work can also be applied to other steam generation 
and storage units.  

Norway (SINTEF): COPRO: Competitive power production from industrial surplus heat 

The impetus behind the project concept was a lack of attractive options for surplus heat 
utilization, which leads to vast amounts of industrial surplus heat being wasted. Thus, the 
project assessed the recovery of industrial waste heat in the range of 125-250 °C, a 
temperature range where profitable energy recovery currently is challenging. COPRO 
research sought to understand why the techno-economics for typical projects are 
challenging. The project also sought to identify a combination of the required technology 
performance and industrial conditions needed for success and aimed to define realistic 
industry scenarios, explore options for technology optimization, and contribute to closing the 
identified gaps.  

COPRO made advancements in industrial waste-heat-to-power conversion for low-to-
medium temperature heat sources. Through analysis and evaluation of industry-specific case 
studies, a better understanding was gained regarding both cost considerations and the 
complex effects, practical constraints and interactions caused by integrating heat-to-power 
systems into core processes.  

5.3. Project responses to questionnaire  
1. How do seasonal changes in the environment impact excess heat potentials? In your 

projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat with respect 
to seasonal changes? 

2. What operational restrictions need to be considered regarding internal / external use of 
excess heat? Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any restrictions due to 
operational limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed in for heat 
networks (external use), power generation units? 

3. How can control strategies benefit the use of excess heat usage? In your projects, did 
you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize excess heat usage? 

4. What requirements on monitoring systems need to be fulfilled to facilitate excess heat 
usage? 

Responses (main question are outlined, sub-questions, if answered in two parts, are in 
black and contained in brackets).  

Q1: How do seasonal changes in the environment impact excess heat potentials? In 
your projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat with 
respect to seasonal changes? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarAutomotive 

Seasonal changes are addressed within load profiles. By this, significant variations are 
relevant. 

Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 
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The predictive optimal controller EDCS is able to minimize different targets, e.g. energy costs 
or emissions. Depending on the chosen target, the use of excess heat can be maximized 
regardless of the season. 

(In your projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat 
with respect to seasonal changes?) 

• The EDCS optimizes regardless of the season. 

 
Austria (AIT): SINFONIES 

• In SINFONIES, seasonal changes are considered as boundary conditions for e.g. solar 
thermal, PV and air heat pumps.  

Local energy supply is considered using a superstructure of different fossil based and 
renewable technologies. Seasonal changes could occur through the use of different energy 
sources in summer/winter (e.g. PV + electric boilers in summer and fossil fuels in winter) 

In your projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat 
with respect to seasonal changes?) 

The project is aiming for a new methodology for industrial system optimization. To test the 
methodology, mostly generic use cases are considered.  

Norway (SINTEF): CETES - Cost-efficient thermal energy storage for increased 
utilization of renewable energy in industrial steam production 

Energy prices and heat demand profiles can be accounted for in the developed methodology 
for the whole year, therefore accounting for seasonal changes.  

(In your projects, did you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize 
excess heat usage) 

Not applicable here, only variations heat demand and energy prices matter in this approach, 
not the availability of excess heat. 

Q2: What operational restrictions need to be considered regarding internal / external 
use of excess heat? Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any restrictions 
due to operational limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed in 
for heat networks (external use), power generation units 

Austria (AEE INTEC): SolarAutomotive 

• Switch between demand and availability. Flexibility towards grids 
• Backup, ensure supply during operation 

 
Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 

The EDCS must be given access to the controllable variables of the energy supply system in 
order to fulfil the demanded load profile. Aiming at the optimal operation of the energy supply 
system, the target function of EDCS must be chosen to minimize emissions or energy costs 
(in contrary to e.g. “most stable operation”) to utilize excess heat internal to its maximum. 
External use of excess heat is not a goal of the EDCSproof project. 
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(Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any restrictions due to operational 
limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed in for heat networks 
(external use), power generation units?): EDCS, in principle, is capable of controlling 
energy supply units of different kind and size. 
Austria (AIT): SINFONIES  

In the developed models, external use by means of feed into local heating networks can be 
considered. For the individual use case feed-in regulations need to be considered within the 
optimization model. Variations in the availability of excess heat need to be addressed with 
either storages or additional heat generation. 

Austria (AIT): SINFONIES cont’d: 

(Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any restrictions due to operational 
limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed in for heat networks 
(external use), power generation units?): Operational limits of local supply units (e.g. 
ramping speeds, down-times, etc.) can affect the optimal heat recovery solutions for given 
processes. Heat recovery equipment is constrained by load limits (heat exchanger areas, 
heat pump sizes, storage capacities and maximum load rates), so this could potentially affect 
the costs for excess heat projects (changes to the existing equipment might be necessary).  

Norway (SINTEF): CETES - Cost-efficient thermal energy storage for increased 
utilization of renewable energy in industrial steam production 

In the developed methodology, only internal use of heat was considered. Both heat output 
and heat storage capacity were considered in the selection of optimal thermal energy storage 
technology. 

Norway (SINTEF): cont’d (Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any 
restrictions due to operational limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external 
use), feed in for heat networks (external use), power generation units?) 

One encountered limitation is the necessity to consider a modular dimensioning of the 
thermal energy storage technology to meet realistically feasible installations. In some cases, 
the thermal energy storage facilities were thus discretized into realistic unit blocks, for 
example: Ruths steam storage. 

Q3: How can control strategies benefit the use of excess heat usage? In your projects, 
did you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize excess heat 
usage?  

Austria (AEE INTEC): Solarautomotive 

• Yes, linked to storages control strategies are very important (part of Pinch), exergy-based 
optimisation and control is a solution pathway 

• Link to other renewables addressed in all projects 
• Development of solar Pinch stream 

 

Austria (AIT): SINFONIES 

Appropriate equipment operation and especially storage usage is essential for discontinuous 
processes to maximize potential excess heat usage. Within SINFONIES, equipment 
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operation is considered implicitly within the optimization models. In the models, profiles for 
energy demand and also for boundary conditions such as solar irradiation are used. Real 
conditions can be different and thus appropriate control of the units is required to ensure 
feasible operation. 

Austria (AIT): SINFONIES: (In your projects, did you consider control strategies in 
order to facilitate or optimize excess heat usage?) 

Control strategies are not directly considered. Optima control of the individual components is 
considered as given 

Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 

 

See answers above. The whole EDCS aims at e.g. maximizing utilisation of renewable or 
excess heat, thereby minimizing emissions. 

(In your projects, did you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize 
excess heat usage?) 

Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 

Yes, this is the primary goal 

Norway (SINTEF): CETES 

Adequate control strategies would help operate the system closer to maximum range, which 
will, in turn, maximise the process efficiency and achieve the fastest payback time. 

(In your projects, did you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize 
excess heat usage?) The methodology delivers an optimal operation plan for the selected 
thermal energy storage technology based on historical data. Though a control strategy could 
be derived from this plan, the methodology does not focus on developing a dynamic control 
strategy. 

Q4: What requirements on monitoring systems need to be fulfilled to facilitate excess 
heat usage? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): Solarautomotive 
• Optimization of system 
• Clear and reliable KPIs 
• Utility monitoring or other sources as well sinks (depending on temp-level) 

 

Austria (AIT): SINFONIES:  

In complex industrial energy systems monitoring systems are required to ensure optimal 
operation and for supervision. Monitoring is out of scope for SINFONIES. 

Austria (AIT): EDCSproof 

Extensive monitoring of the energy flows and states of the energy supply units, the energy 
storages and the load are best prerequisites for optimal operation. The more information 
EDCS has about states and energy flows, the better it operates the system regarding the 
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chosen target (e.g. energy costs, emissions,…). Historical data help creating/calibrating 
models of the components. Once EDCS is set-up, online data are sufficient for its operation. 

Norway (SINTEF): CETES 

Monitoring systems would need to be designed along with the control systems for more 
efficiency and flexibility in controlling the systems. 

5.4. General conclusions 

The projects provided valuable insights into the opportunities and challenges experienced in 
their activities that can in turn help industry, policy makers and other counterparts alike to 
better understand these issues and opportunities. Broad insights that can be drawn from the 
questionnaires include that storage, control strategies, equipment, monitoring systems, 
demand and energy prices, and local energy supply can all affect optimal heat recovery 
solutions.  

All projects aim to consider certain aspects of industrial energy systems that are not 
commonly considered in state-of-the-art approaches for optimization to reduce technical risks 
when it comes to realization of excess heat projects. SINFONIES, CETES and CORES are 
projects using optimization techniques including operational constraints for design 
optimization of industrial energy systems. Other projects such as EDCSproof and 
SusOrgPlus consider optimization of the operation of heat recovery systems with operational 
constraints. EDCSproof develops a control system for general industrial energy systems 
whereas in SusorgPlus dryer operation and noninvasive monitoring were considered to 
optimize excess heat recovery and dryer efficiency. 

1. How do seasonal changes in the environment impact excess heat potentials? In your 
projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat with respect to 
seasonal changes? 

Seasonal changes can be addressed with load profiles where significant variations are 
relevant. Energy prices and heat demand profiles can be accounted for in the developed 
methodologies (CETES, SINFONIES, EDCSproof) for the whole year, therefore accounting 
for seasonal changes. Similarly, seasonal changes are considered as boundary conditions 
for e.g. solarthermal, PV and air heat pumps. Seasonal changes could result in the use of 
different energy sources in summer/winter (e.g. PV + electric boilers in summer and fossil 
fuels in winter. Elsewhere a respondent remarked that a predictive optimal controller EDCS 
is able to minimize different targets, e.g. energy costs or emissions. They also noted that, 
depending on the chosen target, the use of excess heat can be maximized regardless of the 
season. 

2. In your projects, did you encounter significant variations for the use of excess heat with 
respect to seasonal changes? (addressed separately by some, otherwise belongs to the 
question above).  

This was not applicable in most of the responses. With one project stating that the EDCS 
optimizes regardless of the season and another remarking that only variations in heat 
demand and energy prices mattered in their approach, not the availability of excess heat. 
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3. What operational restrictions need to be considered regarding internal / external use of 
excess heat? Besides spatial restrictions (also addressed below) did you encounter any 
restrictions due to operational limits of heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed 
in for heat networks (external use), power generation units? 

In the developed models, external use by means of feed into local heating networks can be 
considered. For the individual use case feed-in regulations need to be considered within the 
optimization model. Variations in the availability of excess heat need to be addressed with 
either storage or additional heat generation. Another project noted that there was a need to 
switch between demand and availability. Grid flexibility, backup and ensuring supply during 
operation were also noted as relevant factors.  

In the case of the EDCS work, the project noted that EDCS must be given access to the 
controllable variables of the energy supply system in order to fulfil the demanded load profile. 
Aiming at the optimal operation of the energy supply system, the target function of EDCS 
must be chosen to minimize emissions or energy costs (in contrary to e.g. “most stable 
operation”) to utilize excess heat internal to its maximum.  

4. Besides spatial restrictions, did you encounter any restrictions due to operational limits of 
heat recovery equipment (internal & external use), feed in for heat networks (external use), 
power generation units 

One project found that operational limits of local supply units (e.g. ramping speeds, down-
times, etc.) can affect the optimal heat recovery solutions for given processes. Heat recovery 
equipment is constrained by load limits (heat exchanger areas, heat pump sizes, storage 
capacities and maximum load rates), so this could potentially affect the costs for excess heat 
projects (changes to the existing equipment might be necessary. Another consideration that 
was noted was a need to consider modular dimensioning of the thermal energy storage 
technology to meet realistically feasible installations. In some cases, the thermal energy 
storage facilities were thus discretized into realistic unit blocks, for example: Ruths steam 
storage. The EDCS work noted that EDCS are in principle capable of controlling energy 
supply units of different kind and size. 

5. How can control strategies benefit the use of excess heat usage? In your projects, did you 
consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize excess heat usage? 

A number of respondents (2) agreed that adequate control strategies would help operate the 
system closer to maximum range, which would, according to one respondent, in turn, 
maximize the process efficiency and help to achieve the fastest payback time. Another 
respondent emphasized the importance of appropriate equipment operation and especially 
storage usage as being essential for discontinuous processes to maximize potential excess 
heat usage, with equipment operation considered implicitly within the optimization models of 
one of the projects. Real conditions can be different and thus appropriate control of the units 
is required to ensure feasible operation, 

6.  In your projects, did you consider control strategies in order to facilitate or optimize excess 
heat usage? 

For one respondent this was the primary goal. For another, they explained that their 
methodology delivers an optimal operation plan for the selected thermal energy storage 
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technology based on historical data and that it did not focus on developing a dynamic control 
strategy. Nevertheless, they noted that a control strategy could be derived from their work.  

7. What requirements on monitoring systems need to be fulfilled to facilitate excess heat 
usage? 

Monitoring systems are required to ensure optimal operation and for supervision in complex 
industrial energy systems. Extensive monitoring of the energy flows and states of the energy 
supply units, the energy storages and the load were noted as being prerequisites for optimal 
operation. The more information EDCS has about states and energy flows, the better it 
operates the system regarding the chosen target (e.g. energy costs, emissions).  

Historical data can help create or calibrate component models. Other requirements outlined 
by respondents included system optimization, clear and reliable KPIs and utility monitoring or 
monitoring of other sources, including sinks, though this depends on the temperature level. 
Lastly, it was argued that monitoring systems would need to be designed along with the 
control systems for more efficiency and flexibility in controlling the systems. 
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6. SUBTASK 4: OPPORTUNITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT FOR 
EXCESS HEAT PROJECTS 

6.1. Introduction and background 

Excess heat projects have not yet reached their full potential due to a number of risks and 
challenges; these include informational risks (within organizations and externally amongst 
stakeholders), which, amongst other manifestations, can lead to economic risks. There are 
also technical risks and uncertainty regarding the long-term availability of excess heat and 
lock-ins associated with existing technologies. Thus, there are several reasons why excess 
heat projects are not implemented as much as could be expected. Some important ones are 
listed as follows: 

• Informational and social risks, e.g. moral hazard, and thus trust 
• Economic risks, e.g. energy market prices, dependencies, excess heat market 

strategies 
• Technical risks, e.g. technical failure, wrong implementation, change in production 

capacity, lock-in effects 
• Approach to back-up systems and quality assurance 
• Storage of heat opportunities 
• Need for innovative business models (including in industrial cluster systems) 
• Need for innovative economic assessment criteria and strategies 
• Uncertainty about long-term availability of the excess heat 
• Different requirements for payback periods between the provider and the receiver of 

the excess heat 
• Uncertainty about policy instruments and their future development 

A robust policy framework can provide the necessary certainty that is required for all relevant 
counterparts to confidently explore the potential that excess heat from industry offers, but if 
not in place, can cause uncertainty and a lack of confidence from investors and companies 
seeking to tap into excess heat potential. Thus, it is imperative that risk assessments-
whereby all risks are assessed from a variety of perspectives such as technical, legal, social 
and investment-are thoroughly explored with mitigation plans outlined.  

There are several ongoing and planned projects aimed at risk minimization of e.g. the 
obstacles described above in the IETS countries. This sub-task seeks to capture the 
experience from projects that are exploring excess heat use, from a number of different 
angles. The projects outlined help to illustrate how the aforementioned risks and challenges 
arose in their respective projects, and the strategies that can be deployed to counteract this.  

Overall, the consensus from the project surveys was that strong policy frameworks can 
provide the certainty for all parties to be able to pursue excess heat opportunities. On the 
project level, iterative risk analysis and mitigation, along with strong stakeholder 
engagement, were identified as crucial strategies to employ to enable greater risk 
identification and mitigation. The insights gained can help all stakeholders (i.e., users, 
investors, suppliers and policy makers) to obtain a clear understanding of the associated 
risks and to develop mitigative strategies when deciding to develop an excess heat usage 
activity or endeavour in order to give it the greatest chance of success. 
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6.2. Project summaries 
Table 4: Project contributions to Subtask 4 

SUBTASK 4 
   

Country/Institution/Project Business 
cases 

Projects addressing 
risks regarding 

excess heat projects 

Excess heat 
projects not 

realized due to 
risks 

AUSTRIA    

TrustEE (AEE INTEC)      

Gmunden High Temperature Link (EI-
JKU/TUW)      

Industrial MicroGrids (EI-JKU)      

S-PARCS (EI-JKU)      

FRANCE (Greenflex)    

Risk Matrix for excess heat  

recovery projects 
      

 

Norway (SINTEF)    

COPRO      
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Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE – Innovative market based Trust for Energy Efficiency 
investments in industry 

Even in situations where conventional energy prices, energy efficiency (EE) potential, 
renewable energy (RE) resources and technology costs establish the conditions for 
economically viable investments in PHES (Pumped Heat, Electrical Storage) concepts, non- 
economical and non-technical obstacles exist, impeding a due exploitation of their positive 
impacts. To address this, TrustEE developed an innovative market-based financing model for 
PHES applications. The model draws on financial resources from a wide base and assures 
investment capital for SMEs and targets demand from end-users, technology suppliers and 
investors.  

Based on an Equity Trust model and applying an innovative approach to PHES financing, the 
tool gathers the market expertise of end-users and technology providers to identify specific 
projects, matching objective economic viability criteria, providing them with a financing tool 
that incorporates technical support and securitization measures that help to optimize 
investments conditions, reducing risks and thereby helping SMEs to overcome restrictive 
lending criteria.  

Austria (EI JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Heat Link R&D 

The utilization of waste heat between companies offers an opportunity to reduce the total 
energy consumption, thus emitting less CO2, reducing the dependency on gas imports, and 
saving costs. The project aimed to assess technical and non-technical issues associated with 
high-temperature waste heat extraction, transportation and utilization. To this end, the work 
aimed to demonstrate and evaluate technical possibilities for the extraction and transport of 
waste heat in different scenarios. Analyses included techno-economic, macro-economic, 
socio-economic and legal considerations1.  

The legal analysis showed that the construction of a high-temperature process heat pipeline 
does involve some hurdles, as legal requirements must be complied with and approvals and 
permits must be obtained, but that there are no specific legal restrictions for a high-
temperature heat pipe.  

Stakeholder analysis revealed that there are mostly stakeholders with neutral and positive 
attitude towards the project, but that also stakeholders with critical opinion can exist.  

The macroeconomic analysis clearly shows positive effects on the gross regional product 
and employment through the domestic added value in the construction and avoidance of 
imports of fossil energy. 

The results showed that it would be difficult for the work to be economically viable as 
established fossil driven systems are still too inexpensive. Thus, changes at the legal, 
funding, political, etc. levels are needed to make such enormous waste heat potential 
economically viableFel! Bokmärket är inte definierat.,Fel! Bokmärket är inte definierat.. Subsidies and the 
integration of further demand (an increased amount of gas savings lead to increased cost 
savings) are essential to achieve positive economic viability (net present value).  

 

1 Puschnigg et al. (2021) Techno-economic aspects of increasing primary energy efficiency in industrial 
branches using thermal energy storage, Journal of Energy Storage, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.est.2021.102344 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.est.2021.102344
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Austria (EI JKU): Envisioning and Testing New Models of Sustainable Energy 
Cooperation and Services in Industrial Parks (short name: S-PARCS), funded by the 
Horizon 2020 programme (GA# 785134) 

Energy cooperation between companies in an industrial park setting offers the potential to 
reduce total energy consumption, increase the share of renewables and reduce GHG and 
waste emissions. 

 

S-PARCS analysed the theoretical elements of industrial symbiosis, with a focus on a wide 
range of energy related cooperative solutions between companies located in industrial parks. 
The project aimed to increase the competitiveness of industrial parks/companies by 
developing, testing and deploying replicable instruments for energy cooperation. To realize 
these kinds of collaborative opportunities, replicable business models for joint contracting of 
energy services for industrial parks needed to be developed, tested and deployed.  

 

The project also aimed to create legal and regulatory frameworks that accelerate and 
facilitate the adoption of innovative instruments for energy cooperation. It also worked to 
build the capacity and increase the skills and competencies of practitioners and facilitators 
vis-a-vis industrial energy cooperation implementation. 

Overall, urban-industrial cooperation showed great promise in a number of areas, yet a 
number of technical, economic and legal barriers were identified. Consequently, it was 
established that successful implementation of similar projects would be dependent on 
dedicated people. Specifically, industrial symbiosis facilitators were identified as parties that 
could play a crucial role, as they can focus on project development more easily than the 
industrial partners with other core businesses.  

 

Austria (EI JKU): “Industrial MicroGrids”, testbed “Ennshafen” 

The aim of the project based in the Ennshafen Business Park was to assess the potential to 
use the heat from the wastewater of a laundry and to make it available to a neighbouring 
company for space heating purposes. Scoping and design activities were undertaken in 
order to ascertain the viability of progressing this work. For example, cost-benefit analysis 
was undertaken on the technical design and stakeholder analysis and macroeconomic 
analysis were also carried out.  

Two specific design options for recovering the heat from the wastewater; the preparation via 
a heat pump, the supply pipe to the neighbouring company and the integration into the 
neighbouring company’s heating system, were outlined. Due to the clearer and thus 
preferable spatial separation, the partners concentrated on one design option.  

Strong communication between all parties during the initiation phase was seen as a strong 
basis for further implementation. However, the amount of energy to be replaced by the 
energy cooperation were deemed to be not particularly high and thus not likely to be pursued 
due to a lack of financial viability. Nevertheless, assessments indicated that this could be 
counteracted and could be profitable if government subsidies were included. The initial 
findings of the project could be useful for other SMEs seeking to pursue similar excess heat 
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capture cooperation. The project outcomes also indicated that governmental support by 
means of subsidies and forward-looking companies seeking to be climate neutral, could help 
support future implementation.  

France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

Industrial heat recovery projects are complex by their very nature as they are often linked to 
industrial processes and require integration between heat production and need. Thus, it is 
important to identify and evaluate the specific risks that can occur on these projects from 
their earliest stage.  

Earlier studies have identified these risks as barriers to heat recovery project financing, 
mainly as the topic is unknown or unclear to them. In response, INVEEST focuses on risk 
identification and evaluation. The program’s goal is to provide all the tools for decision-
makers to be able to understand the stakes and benefits of industrial energy efficiency and 
heat recovery projects.  

The Excel-based tool aims to help financers, as well as project developers, to identify and 
evaluate the main risks linked to heat recovery projects on industrial sites. It should be used 
at the earliest stage of the project, during first studies, to ensure that mitigation measures 
can be implemented in time, which should increase their confidence for this type of solutions. 

Norway (SINTEF): COPRO Competitive power production from industrial surplus heat 

The impetus behind the project concept was a lack of attractive options for surplus heat 
utilization, which leads to vast amounts of industrial surplus heat being wasted. Thus, the 
project assessed the recovery of industrial waste heat in the range of 125-250 °C, a 
temperature range where profitable energy recovery currently is challenging. COPRO 
research thus sought to understand why the techno-economics for typical projects are 
challenging. The project also sought to identify a combination of the required technology 
performance and industrial conditions needed for success and aimed to define realistic 
industry scenarios, explore options for technology optimization, and contribute to closing the 
identified gaps.  

COPRO made advancements in industrial waste-heat-to-power conversion for low-to-
medium temperature heat sources. Through analysis and evaluation of industry-specific case 
studies, a better understanding was gained regarding both cost considerations and the 
complex effects, practical constraints and interactions caused by integrating heat-to-power 
systems into core processes.  

6.3. Project responses to questionnaire  
1. What are the most likely risks in excess heat projects? 
2. Did you deal with some, due to which ones did projects fail? 
3. Who has to take care about risks at which time? 
4. Are there strategies to overcome the barriers? 
5. Experience with innovative business models and project design? 
6. Are there innovative add on benefits to be included as KPIs? 
7. Real experience in excess heat project implementations? 

 

Q1: What are the most likely risks in excess heat projects? 
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Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 

• Technical risks, unwanted dependencies, seasonal changes 
• Long-term contracts 
• Economic risks – who takes them 
• Lack of communication 

 

Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

Informational barriers 

In the beginning, it is important to find out who can provide waste heat and under which 
conditions (temperature, pressure, quantity, capacity). Thus, source and sink have to be 
identified. In addition, generation profiles and load profiles must overlap in order to utilize the 
waste heat potential. Otherwise, a secure supply system must be supported and guaranteed 
by storages or backup system 

Economic barriers 

As soon as a waste heat potential has been identified and a possible customer has been 
found, initial studies will be carried out to evaluate the financial feasibility. Waste heat 
extraction always implies high investment costs and therefore involves a high risk. The 
demand for short payback periods in order to reduce existing risks in the form of 
uncertainties, as well as the additional measures usually required for the installation of 
backup systems, make financial viability more difficult. 

Uncertainty in planning 

The cost-intensive investment in waste heat recovery and utilization entails numerous risks 
for waste heat providers and consumers. Companies can go bankrupt or can relocate. A 
continuous supply or purchase of waste heat as initially planned may no longer be available 
and lead to a stranded investment. In addition, production processes can be adapted, which 
changes the waste heat potential or the quantity required. Changing prices (increase or 
reduction) of energy sources from fossil resources, possible CO2 taxation, legal definition 
regarding whether waste heat may be counted as renewable and thus support 
decarbonization scenarios, imply doubt. All mentioned risks/barriers lead to planning 
uncertainty and thus can lead to hesitation in investment decisions. 

Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

There is a high technical and therefore economic effort to combine thermal waste streams 
and thermal sinks with different physical/chemical qualities/needs, as transfer stations and 
possibly storage are needed. Furthermore, overcome managerial and social barriers, e.g. 
fulfill trust and information needs of all partners are significant barriers, too, although they 
apply to all cooperative projects. 

Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 

The clearest risks lie in the (especially at the beginning) inability to assess the cooperation 
partner. This includes the lack of information as to whether waste heat is available at short 
notice / constantly due to process fluctuations and whether this is available for the long term. 
The latter means whether there could be plans for a comprehensive process modification 
that would result in less / no usable waste heat. Other modifications that would eliminate the 
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waste heat recovery facilities are also considered a risk. A significant risk is of course the 
possibility of bankruptcy, which is difficult to assess for the other company due to a lack of 
comprehensive insight. There are also similar risks on the part of the buyer: this is about a 
guaranteed purchase quantity, especially if the provision of waste heat is remunerated 
according to quantity. 

Information deficits should not necessarily be mentioned as risks, but rather as barriers. The 
project has shown that the other partners were not aware of any waste heat potential or 
potential heat sinks in their proximity. 

France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

In this list, risks have been distributed into 6 categories: technical, operation, financial, 
contract, organization and environment. In our experience, the most likely are:  

• Technical: Aggressive fluid (if not adapted, the heat exchanger can be corroded or 
fouled) 

• Operational: Complicated maintenance (especially of the heat exchanger) 
• Financial: Variation in energy prices (if for example carbon price is not as high as 

expected, project profitability can be impacted) 
• Contracting: Unexpected departure of a party (for external heat usage) 
• Organizational: Lack of competent personnel 
• Environmental: Soil pollution 

 

Q2: Did you deal with some, due to which ones did projects fail? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 

Yes, mainly dependencies and communication. 

Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

All the risks listed under point a) have been discussed in the project. The project represents 
the preparatory phase for the full-scale implementation, including an initial feasibility study of 
the project. In this respect, it is not yet possible to make a general statement, and this will 
continue over the next few years. This will depend very much on how the legal framework 
changes, how the gas price develops, and whether a possible CO2 tax is introduced in 
Austria. 

As of today, however, it can be concluded that the high investment costs required and the 
very low cost reductions through gas savings make the project economically infeasible. 
However, increasing efforts are being made to achieve an economic solution by integrating 
additional demand and thus achieving further gas and as a result cost savings. Subsidies will 
definitely be necessary to realize such a project. 

Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

In terms of Chemiepark Linz, the concrete project did not fail but as various utilization ways 
are possible, the project needs careful considerations and more detailed feasibility 
assessments. A follow-up project will take further steps into realization, a final statement 
however cannot be made. 

Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 
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All of the above risks were discussed in the project. At the beginning of the Industrial 
Microgrids project, there was the situation that the laundry went bankrupt and was taken over 
by another group. However, the research & implementation topic could be pursued 
unchanged after the end of the merger. However, the merger meant a period of waiting and 
uncertainty. Due to the quickly achieved harmony in the group, the discussions focused on 
potential reductions in the amount of waste heat due to the above-mentioned risks or 
reductions in heat demand.  

The analysis has not yet been completed and a final decision on the project’s implementation 
has not yet been made. Should the project fail, one reason lies in the lack of profitability, 
which would have made remuneration possible for the company providing waste heat 

France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

On an electrical battery production plant: a newly installed heat exchanger worked for 2 
weeks before being completely fouled and not working. The industrial site just bypassed it.  

On a vegetable canning factory, the heat recovery system was under performing for several 
months before it was found out there was a leaking valve. A complicated system and lack of 
competent personnel because they were not trained to this new system caused this issue. 

Q3: Who has to take care about risks at which time? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 
• Development: project developer or technology supplier (or municipality) 
• Implementation: technology supplier 
• Operation: operator (whoever is this: industry, external operator, municipality), 

technical risks on side of supplier 

 

Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

• The supplier, contractor and consumer at the point of investment decision. Therefore, 
a feasibility study (evaluating economic and technical conditions) is conducted in a first 
step. A risk contingency plan has to be elaborated if the project gets more detailed and 
contractual agreements between companies made. However, potential accompanying 
risks (e.g. site closing, regulatory changes, etc.) are already aware to everyone at the 
beginning of the feasibility study, but are becoming only more important when the 
technical and economic potential is positively pre-assessed. 

 

Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

• The user has to take (future) price and technological developments into consideration 
when making an investment decision. The supplier has to consider alternative heat 
sinks in case the heat sink becomes unavailable. Eventually, all partners should take 
the various risks possible into account at each development or operational step. 
Classical risk assessment including solution identification should be carried out, 
including all partners. 

 
Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 
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• In the specific case, the company using the waste heat has to assess the risks at the 
time of the investment decision. The contractor must assess these risks beforehand 
and take them into account when setting prices.  

 

France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

• The risk analysis should be realized in the early stages of the project (feasibility study) 
by both the industrial and the engineering company, using a standard list as a starting 
point and adapting it to project specificities. 

• It should be updated at each stage to ensure that the main risks (evaluated in 
probability/impact on the project) are mitigated.  

 

Q4: Are there strategies to overcome the barriers? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 
• Guarantees 
• Funding 
• Standardised procedure 
• Communication  

 
Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

• The parameters for achieving technical, economic and legal-administrative feasibility 
were identified. Improving them was an intrinsic main objective of the project partners. 
There is no general strategy or plan for all waste heat problems, as there are different 
problems depending on the case. 

 
Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

• S-PARCS found that neutral facilitators, e.g. public or scientific consultants can take 
the lead in order to overcome some barriers, as the focus on the project development, 
taking a holistic perspective as far as possible and driving the project. Open 
communication between partners is crucial as well, regular meetings and non-
disclosure agreements are potential instruments.  

• Externally caused barriers often need the action of others, predominantly policy makers 
regarding regulation and subsidies. However, facilitators, the scientific community and 
also the industrial symbiosis practitioners are in duty to report legal obstacles and 
suggestions in order to resolve such barriers. 

 
Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 

• There are no large-scale strategies or clear guidelines for pursuing implementation 
projects of this type. The missing strategies include a local, connecting institution with 
a strong focus on energy cooperation. There is also no checklist for implementation. 
Case-specifically applied strategies are a mediative unit, as in this case the research 
organization, awareness of the many barriers and their diverse disciplines, strong 
political support from the state government, awareness of the image effect within the 
framework of the national Energy Model Region program. 
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France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

• Each time there are solutions to reduce risk probability or gravity, before it occurs. For 
example: 

• Aggressive fluid: Adapted heat exchanger technology (wider section heat exchanger…) 
• Complicated maintenance: Considered during design to ease the access the heat 

exchanger 
• Variation in energy prices: Sensitivity analysis & price indexation on energy markets 
• Unexpected departure of a party: Entry/exit clause, renegotiation clause… 
• Lack of competent personnel: System documentation and training for the operators 
• Soil pollution: Impact study and specific design if necessary (retention container) 

 
Q5. Experience with innovative business models and project design? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 

• Yes, TrustEE is one of these: standardised project assessment for investment decision, 
category “bankable” project, reliable and external feedback on project design 

• Re-financing instead of ESCo-model, the investors takes over this part. 
 

Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

• The business model is still in elaboration and will need further discussions over the 
next years (who takes responsibility of which parts, who invests in which components, 
etc.). 

 
Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

• Various business models were worked out in theory within the S-PARCS project. As 
most of the cooperation opportunities at Chemiepark Linz (or Ennshafen) are in early 
development stages at the end of the research project S-PARCS, so far no business 
models were implemented. Depending on further individual cooperation development 
the implementation of suitable business models is likely. 

 
Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 

• A previous analysis has shown that there are only three cases of bilateral inter-
company heating cooperation in Austria. Therefore, there are only a few exemplary 
cases. 2 The business model, given by a contracting solution, should also be 
mentioned as innovative. 

 
France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

• We have worked on a few project architectures that helps mitigating the risks: 
• Energy Performance Contract: commitment to reach determined savings. Need for 

precise perimeter and saving calculation/measurement rules.  
• SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle): the risk is shared inside the SPV, between the 

investors, the industrial, the service providers. 
 

 
2 Moser, Lassacher (2020) External use of industrial waste heat - An analysis of existing implementations in 
Austria, Journal of Cleaner Production, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2020.121531  

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2020.121531
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Q6: Are there innovative add on benefits to be included as KPIs? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 

• Multi-energy benefits 
• Site availability also for employees and politicians 
• Excess heat valorisation, customer see the “green approach” 
• Non-energy benefits 
• System flexibility 
• Demand Side Management (DSM) 

 

Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

• The results from the macro-economic effects represent an add-on for waste heat 
projects. Through investments in regional waste heat projects, a regional value creation 
and additional jobs are created. The gross regional product is increasing. Furthermore, 
the dependency on gas decreases and CO2 emissions reduced. Therefore, avoided 
energy imports, CO2 avoidance, jobs created, and gross regional product could be 
indicated as KPIs.  

 
Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

• Additionally, to direct energy, environmental and economic effects, also more far 
reaching, less tangible benefits should be taken into consideration, e.g. social benefits, 
avoided energy imports and CO2 mitigation. A range of KPIs, covering different 
perspectives (technical, economic, social, legal, organizational, environmental), were 
developed within the S-PARCS project. 
 

Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 

• The macroeconomic effects clearly represent an added value of the project. The 
investment leads to direct and, in multi-round effects, indirect positive effects on 
employment and the gross regional product. In addition, the reduction in energy imports 
also has a positive effect on these two parameters.3 Avoided energy imports, CO2 
avoidance, jobs created, and gross regional product could be indicated as KPIs. 

 
France (Greenflex): Risk Matrix for Excess Heat Recovery Projects 

• In addition to energy and money savings, several indicators should be added: impact 
on GHG emissions, impact on operation and maintenance easiness, pollutant emission 
reduction, noise impact. 

 
Q 7: Real experience in excess heat project implementation? 

Austria (AEE INTEC): TrustEE 

• Yes, brewery Goes (not within TrustEE) 
• Follower of SAPPI in Graz 

 

 
3 Goers, Rodin (2020) Industrial Microgrids, Work package 6 – Living Lab: Macroeconomic impact assessment. 
Energy cooperation example #1: waste water heat for space heating. Final Draft, November 2020. 
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Austria (TU Wien, El-JKU): Gmunden High Temperature Link 

• Some partners are experienced in using waste heat (even from a cement plant, too) 
and thus are experienced to cope with some of the mentioned challenges. 

 
Austria (El-JKU): S-PARCS 

• Based on the joint history of firms located there and the still existing joint provision of 
many utilities, companies in Chemiepark Linz are comprehensively experienced with 
(waste heat) cooperation. However, the S-PARCS project only assessed the feasibility 
and potential impacts to a certain stage, i.e. there were no additional implementations.  

 
Austria (El-JKU): Ennshafen testbed 

• None of the companies has experience with excess heat project implementation. 
 

6.4. General conclusions 
Q1. What are the most likely risks in excess heat projects? 

Risk can broadly be grouped as follows: 

• Information, Communication, Social and partnership 
• Economic 
• Technical  
• Legal (contractual, planning, definitional, regulatory);  
• Operational; 
• Organizational; 
• Environmental; 

The cost-intensive investment in waste heat recovery and utilization entails numerous risks 
for waste heat providers and consumers. A continuous supply or purchase of waste heat as 
initially planned may no longer be available and lead to a stranded investment and in 
addition, production processes can be adapted, or companies can go bankrupt or can 
relocate amongst other challenges, which changes the waste heat potential or the quantity 
required. Changing prices (increase or reduction) of energy sources from fossil resources, 
possible CO2 taxation, legal definition regarding whether waste heat may be counted 
renewable and thus support decarbonization scenarios, can cause uncertainty. All mentioned 
risks/barriers lead to planning uncertainty and thus can lead to hesitation in investment 
decisions. 

The risks identified by partners had commonalities but there were some overlaps in answers 
or more than one risk was mentioned when discussing the reasoning for another risk (i.e 
technical risks were discussed under economic risks, which were often discussed in parallel, 
which then had flow-on effects for planning and legal uncertainty.  

Information, Communication, Social and partnership 

Information and communication were outlined by a number of respondents as being an 
important prerequisite but was understood differently by some of the projects. Some projects 
demonstrated that there was a lack of knowledge of any waste heat potential or potential 
sinks in their vicinity.  
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Communication was also understood as between partners and external parties (i.e. 
communities and local governments); but also within organizations, including management, 
with a lack of competent staff also mentioned as a risk. Another respondent argued that 
information deficits should not necessarily be mentioned as risks, but rather as barriers that 
could be overcome with more targeted information.  

Economic risks 

Waste heat extraction implies high investment costs and therefore involves a high risk. The 
demand for short payback periods in order to reduce existing risks in the form of 
uncertainties, as well as the additional measures usually required for the installation of 
backup systems, make financial viability more difficult. 

Changing prices (increase or reduction) of energy sources from fossil resources, possible 
CO2 taxation, legal definitions regarding whether waste heat (see below) can be counted as 
renewable and thus support decarbonization scenarios can also be perceived as a potential 
risk and undermine investor confidence.  

Bankruptcy, which is difficult to assess for the other company due to a lack of comprehensive 
insight. There are also similar risks on the part of the buyer: this is about a guaranteed 
purchase quantity, especially if the provision of waste heat is remunerated according to 
quantity. 

Technical  

There is a high technical and therefore economic effort to combine thermal waste streams 
and thermal sinks with different physical/chemical qualities/needs, as transfer stations and 
possibly storage are needed.  

In the beginning, it is important to find out who can provide waste heat and under which 
conditions (temperature, pressure, quantity, capacity). Thus, source and sink have to be 
identified. In addition, generation profiles and load profiles must overlap in order to utilize the 
waste heat potential. 

Another respondent characterised aggressive fluid (if not adapted, the heat exchanger can 
be corroded or fouled) as another technical risk.  

Legal and policy risks  

Legal definition regarding whether waste heat may be counted renewable and thus support 
decarbonization scenarios, can cause uncertainty. Furthermore, long-term contracts were 
mentioned as a legal risk, but this point was not elaborated on; although contracting (possibly 
of consultants) and the unexpected departure of a party was also mentioned as a risk. Policy 
certainty (i.e. by means of subsidies) was often mentioned as a key factor in creating investor 
confidence and as a means to make many heat capture projects financially viable.  

Environmental  

Environmental risks (specifically soil pollution) was mentioned as a risk. It is foreseeable that 
this could also impact social acceptance, but also pose legal and economic risks. 

Q2. Did you deal with some, due to which ones did projects fail? 

One project is still in the preparatory phase but mentioned that the legal framework, fossil 
fuel prices (gas) and whether a carbon tax is introduced in their country would play a decisive 
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role as to whether their particular project would fail or not. Currently, the high investment 
costs required and the low cost reductions through gas savings make the project 
economically unfeasible. However, they noted that increasing efforts are being made to 
achieve an economic solution by integrating additional demand. They identified subsidies as 
a requirement to realizing the project. Economic viability was also mentioned as a potential 
risk by another respondent.  

More detailed feasibility studies were flagged as a need by another project. Another 
mentioned that one of the companies involved went bankrupt and was taken over, but only 
caused some delay with the project. A lack of competent personnel was raised as a 
frustrating factor that made implementation difficult.  

Q3.  Who has to take care about risks at which time? 

• Development: project developer or technology supplier (or municipality) 
• Implementation: technology supplier 
• Operation: operator (industry, external operator, municipality), technical risks on side 

of supplier 
 

Feasibility studies and risk assessments were mentioned by 4 of the respondents, which 
should be realized at an early stage of the project by the involved parties (i.e. the industrial 
and the engineering company), with the assessments to be updated at each stage of the 
project to ensure that the main risks are mitigated.  

Responses focused on which risks and considerations different parties needed to take into 
account with all noting that a risk analysis would highlight the relevant risks as well as identify 
the mitigation measures. For example, the supplier, contractor and consumer (2x responses) 
were mentioned as being the parties needing to take care of the risks at the point of 
investment decision. The user has to take (future) price and technological developments into 
consideration when making an investment decision. It was also mentioned that the supplier 
has to consider alternative heat sinks in case the heat sink becomes unavailable. Eventually, 
all partners should take the various risks possible into account at each development or 
operational step. 

Q4. Are there strategies to overcome the barriers? 

• Guarantees 
• Funding 
• Standardised procedure 
• Communication  

 
Communication: Neutral facilitators, e.g. public or scientific consultants can take the lead in 
order to overcome some barriers, as the focus on the project development, taking a holistic 
perspective as far as possible and driving the project. Open communication between 
partners is crucial as well, regular meetings and non-disclosure agreements are potential 
instruments.  

Framework barriers (legal, policy etc.) often require the intervention of policymakers. 
However, communication by scientists and practitioners can help to build awareness as to 
these barriers and can help to build political support.  

More specific strategies to overcome some of the earlier risks mentioned include: 
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• Aggressive fluid: Adapted heat exchanger technology (wider section heat exchanger…) 
• Complicated maintenance: Considered during design to ease the access the heat 

exchanger 
• Variation in energy prices: Sensitivity analysis & price indexation on energy markets 
• Unexpected departure of a party: Entry/exit clause, renegotiation clause. 
• Lack of competent personnel: System documentation and training for the operators 
• Soil pollution: Impact study and specific design if necessary (retention container) 

 

Q.5 Experience with innovative business models and project design? 

Only one company/project clearly stated that they had experience with innovative business 
models and project design (2 were mentioned). Another company mentioned that they had 
played a role in the greater architecture of an innovative bilateral inter-company heating 
cooperative.  

Q. 6 Are there innovative add on benefits to be included as KPIs? 

Suggested potential KPIs were outlined as follows: 
• Macro-economic effects (2 of 5) 
• Regional value creation (2 of 5) 
• Job creation (direct and indirect) (2 of 5) 
• Decreasing dependency on gas (1) 
• CO2 emissions reductions (2 of 5) 
• CO2 avoidance (2 of 5)  
• Avoided energy imports (3 of 5) 
• Gross regional product (3 of 5) 
• Unspecified social benefits (1 of 5)  
• Pollution reduction (environmental and noise pollution) (1 of 5) 

 
Macroeconomic KPIs were mentioned by two of the respondents. Regional jobs and value 
chains were also noted by two of the respondents as having been created through 
investments in regional waste heat projects and thus could be included as KPIs. Another 
respondee explained that their project had developed a range of KPIs covering different 
perspectives (technical, economic, social, legal, organizational and environmental). In 
addition to direct energy, environmental and economic effects, it was suggested that more far 
reaching, less tangible benefits should be taken into consideration, e.g. social benefits, 
avoided energy imports and CO2 mitigation (3) and reduction in noise levels were also 
mentioned as potential KPIs.  

Q.7 Real experience in excess heat project implementation? 

One project did not have direct experience. Three said that they did have experience but one 
mentioned that this wasn’t a focus of their project at the time. Another stated yes but didn’t 
specify the number of projects but seemed to allude that it was more than one.  
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7. SUBTASK 5: COMPILATION OF INNOVATIVE EXCESS HEAT 
PROJECTS 

7.1. Background and Introduction 
In participating countries, many excess heat projects are ongoing or planned. Due to the high 
number of projects, it was impossible or meaningless to compile information about all of 
them. However, some projects are of a more innovative nature, dealing with possible 
solutions for or improving knowledge about the above discussed aspects for facilitating 
increased use of industrial excess heat. By compiling information about such projects, we 
were able to achieve a good knowledge exchange and information network between 
participating countries.  

“Innovative” projects are characterized by a novel approach to deal with obstacles for or risk 
minimization. Such a project can deal with any of the aspects discussed above in the other 
subtasks. The concept “special interest” or “innovative” means a project that has a novel 
equipment or system solution, a novel business model, a new way of dealing with risks, etc. 

According to the legal text, each participating country, in addition to its contributions in the 
other subtasks, was obliged to contribute with a description of at least two innovative excess 
heat projects.  

This compilation is seen as a base for a possible later development of an online database for 
innovative excess heat projects. 

After some discussion, it was decided that projects for Subtask 5 could be both projects in 
operation and in the planning and design phase. The background for including the latter type, 
was that there are several very interesting projects planned and intended for realization 
soon. They may partly be more representative for the development and inventiveness in this 
area than already installed ones. An important requirement for a planned project, in addition 
of being innovative, is that design, costs, operating parameters, etc have been calculated in 
such a detail that the template could be filled in in a good way. 

This compilation can be found in the Part 2 of this Report and could serve for a further 
development of an online database for innovative excess heat projects. 

7.2. Project summaries  
In this subchapter, all projects reported are briefly presented, in order to get an overview of 
major ongoing or planned innovative industrial excess heat projects in participating countries. 
Detailed descriptions of all projects are compiled in Part 2 of this report.  

SWEDEN 

Sweden 1. ESS ectogridTM low-temperature system  

This project is an innovative excess heat management system involving two 
excess heat low-temperature systems located at adjacent sites in the city of 
Lund in southern Sweden. Responsible organization for the project is E.ON a 
utility company.  

In the first project, low level (18 C) excess heat from the ESS (The European 
Spallation Source) cooling facility will be used as heat source. The second 
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project works also with very low-temperature excess heat from the ESS plant. 
In both projects, decentralized heat pumps are used. Expected to be in 
operation in 2021. 

The reason for choosing these projects in Subtask 5 is that they are new 
examples, in which industrial heat at very low temperatures can be used. The 
combination of heating and cooling with low-temperature excess heat is also an 
interesting novelty.  

Sweden 2. Industrial excess heat from the chemical complex in 
Stenungsund to Gothenburg  

Conceptual design and feasibility study completed. It was decided in early 2020 
not to go ahead with the project for reasons discussed in detail in Part 2.  

Responsible organization for the project is Chalmers Industriteknik - Industrial 
Energy, in collaboration with Chalmers, Gothenburg Energy and two chemical 
companies located in Stenungsund (Borealis and Perstorp)  

In this project, opportunities technically, economically and in terms of GHG 
mitigation were investigated for transporting industrial excess heat in a pipeline 
from the chemical industry complex in Stenungsund to the district heating 
system in Gothenburg. The distance from Stenungsund to Gothenburg is more 
than 50 km and the potential amount of heat is more than 100 MW. This makes 
it one of the biggest industrial excess heat projects to have been investigated in 
Sweden, both in terms of distance and amount of heat. It is also of special 
interest due to the combined assessment with respect to technical, economical 
and GHG mitigation performance. This is the reason why it is included in this 
subtask, in spite of the fact that it probably not will be realized. 

CANADA 

Canada 1. Serres Toundra, a large greenhouse complex re-using waste 
heat and CO2 from a pulp mill  

The project is fully operational, with three expansions respectively completed, in 
construction and planned. Responsible organization for the project is the Serres 
Toundra company.  

Serres Toundra is a highly innovative project in that the ability to re-use waste 
heat and CO2 from a nearby pulp mill was central to the very existence of the 
company, as well as the design and the operation of the greenhouses. The 
enzymatic process for CO2 capture is also innovative and based on industrial 
waste heat. 

Canada 2. Production of Dry Kraft Lignin by the LignoForce™ process.    

A 30 t/d LignoForce plant is currently operational in the West Fraser kraft pulp 
mill in Hinton, AB, and seeking funding to build a commercial drying plant at this 
location.   

The principles of the project are to produce a more consistent, easier to handle 
lignin product that is economical to ship internationally. To minimize carbon 
footprint and cost of this production.  
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Lignin is the second most abundant biopolymer on earth, and is largely 
underutilized. In general, lignin promises to not only provide a new value stream 
to Kraft pulp mills (in the production of resins, plastics, insulation, and many 
other polymeric applications), but also to act as a rich carbon sink for 
atmospheric carbon. Drying requires considerable energy and cost in such a 
system, yet is necessary to output a consistent, handleable product. Most end 
users require the lignin to be dried. 

Canada 3. IsoFlo™ Black / White Liquor Oxidizer  

A commercial black liquor oxidizer (BLOX) is operating full time at West 
Fraser’s 30t/d lignin recovery plant in Hinton, AB and a number of other 
Canadian mills have expressed interest, pending an operating reference. 
Responsible organization for the project is NORAM Engineering & Constructors 
Ltd.  

The principles of the project are to achieve more efficient oxidation 
performance, while making use of waste heat from the process. Additional 
benefits include better temperature control during oxidation, which reduces the 
potential for scaling/fouling and eliminates the threat of catastrophic failure by 
stress corrosion cracking.  

AUSTRIA 

Austria 1.Green Brewery Goesser – Brau Union - Heineken   

Responsible organization for the project is Brewery Goess (Goesser), Brau 
Union. This project is realised and successfully operating. The innovative part is 
the long-lasting cooperation between the nearby saw mill and the brewery. 
Recently the contract was renewed between the partner. The core is the setup 
of a small district heating network, supplying the excess heat from the mill to 
the brewery. 

Austria 2. District Heating Graz - Sappi  

The project is realised and successfully operating since autumn 2017. 
Responsible organizations for the project are Sappi Austria,Bioenergie 
Fernwärme BWS and Energie Graz.  

The cooperation project makes it possible to supply 30,000 households in Graz, 
or about 15% of the annual heating demand in Graz, with ecological and 
regional energy. The project can save 20,000 tonnes of climate-damaging CO2. 

Austria 3. GmundenHighTLink – Gmunden High Temperature Heat Link 
R&D  

The cement plant in Gmunden has an excess heat potential of 10 MWth at 
400°C. At the Rohrdorf site waste heat utilization by direct multi-pressure steam 
generation was successfully demonstrated in 2012. Due to dramatic changes in 
the electricity market and enhanced environmental regulation, an improved 
solution is needed for Gmunden. The objective of the project is to develop, 
engineer and implement a 10 MWth high temperature heat recovery from a 
cement plant and to allow the transport of the heat to industrial customers 
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which are more than 1.5 km away from the heat source. Crossing public 
terrains with a heat transport piping at this temperature level has never been 
implemented before in Austria. The context calls for maximized standards of 
reliability and safety. As cement plants typically shut down for several weeks in 
winter, the question of heat storage is of key importance. Environmental 
compatibility is important in terms of emissions but also to water protection, as 
the site is situated in a touristic area next to a lake. Only environmentally benign 
fluids such as H2O or CO2 are acceptable as heat transport medium. 

FRANCE 

France 1. MISTRAL 

Responsible organizations for the project are Arcelor Mittal Research Centre 
and Research Centre on Metal Industry (Liege). The project consists of 
implementing recirculation of fumes from a sinter plant.  

It is suitable to Subtask 5 due to the innovative aspect of selective fumes 
recirculation to avoid corrosion. To date, apart from this installation, there is no 
known heat recovery on sinter plant exhaust fumes due to the high corrosivity 
of this type of fumes. Thus, the installation requires the design of specific 
devices to channel the fumes. It was implemented in 2018 and results are being 
analyzed. 

France 2. Heat Recovery and Storage at Tegulys   

Responsible organization for the project is Ecotech Ceram.  The project 
consists of implementing a heat recovery solution on a furnace’s exhaust fumes 
combined with heat storage. It is suitable to Subtask 5 due to the innovative 
aspect of heat storage implemented. The storage technology consists of 
ceramic spheres. It was implemented in 2019. 

France 3. TRANSPAC  

Responsible organizations for the project are Dalkia, EDF Research centre and 
Armines. The project consists of implementing a transcritical heat pump that 
recovers energy from wastewater and produces high temperature heat 
(>150°C). It is suitable to Subtask 5 due to the innovative aspect of the 
equipment (transcritical cycle and high temperature levels) and its 
implementation in an industrial process (dryer). It is due to implementation in 
2021. 

NORWAY 

Norway 1. TINE Bergen: the "greenest dairy in Europe"   

Responsible organization for the project is SINTEF Energy Research. The 
principle of the project is a new dairy plant implemented with combined water-
ammonia heat pumps and heat storages replacing traditional systems based on 
chiller and fossil fuel boiler, a strong focus on finding solutions to significantly 
reduce energy use and environmental impact, the first dairy running without 
fossil fuel or direct electric heating and   energy consumption reduced by almost 
5 GWh (40% reduction in energy) compared to other similar dairy plants  
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The complexity of the process and the integration of the innovative energy 
solutions makes it an interesting case for Subtask 5 and a potential example to 
follow in other dairy plants. It was implemented in 2019. 

SWITZERLAND 

Switzerland 1. Business Models for Excess Heat Utilization 

Responsible organization/ person is Beat Wellig (Lucerne University of Applied 
Sciences and Arts reported the results). This project is based on the 
experiences of different business models in five commercial industrial excess 
heat recovery plants, for district heating or for power production in an ORC 
plant. 

The projects reported present different types of successful business models for 
waste heat utilization. There is potential for waste heat usage in many areas as 
identified in each project, based upon a separate energy analysis using pinch 
analysis. The variety of plants in industry is large and the requirements are very 
different. Equally waste heat is available in diverse forms and temperatures. 
Therefore, the project “Guidelines for the Usage of Industrial Waste Heat” 
shows the necessary development of measures for waste heat utilization to 
prevent possible bad investments. One of the key steps in the Guidelines is to 
ensure energy efficiency measures always have the top priority and are 
preferable over the measures for waste heat utilization. Pinch analysis plays an 
important role in making this distinction necessary for determining the amount 
of waste heat that is truly unavoidable.  

A further key step in the Guidelines is the identification of five business models 
for waste heat usage within the Swiss industry. In the remainder of this 
document, details of the business models are presented. The goal is to enable 
others to quickly learn of these options and to aid them in their own waste heat 
usage and commercialization endeavours. 

ITALY 

Italy 1: GICO (Gasification Integrated with Carbon capture and 
ValOrisation) 

Responsible organization is University Guglielmo Marconi. The key GICO’s 
target is to enhance the H2 purity production by means of biomass steam 
gasification intensified with high temperature CO2 capturing process via solid 
sorbent. The Sorption Enhanced Gasification SEG process demonstrated in 
GICO provides a step-change in efficiency because it separates the CO2 at 
elevated temperatures (>550°C) providing for more efficient heat integration 
options not available in technologies (e.g. amine) where the separation occurs 
at lower temperatures. The novelty of the SEG process is its potential to be 
used for the recovery of thermal waste from energy-intensive industrial 
processes (e.g. production of steel from blast furnaces, production of cement 
from rotary kilns) for the regeneration of the CO2 sorbent.  

The plant started at the end of 2020 and will be finished at the end of 2024. 

Italy 2: SFERO (Systems for Flexible Energy Reusing CarbOn)  
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Responsible organization: ENEA for the project. The project demonstrates two 
methane reforming processes: Dry Methane Reforming, (DRM) and reverse 
water gas shift (RWGS) for the production of building blocks (eg CO and H2) 
and the subsequent synthesis of renewable fuels in hard-to-abate industry, also 
allowing an assessment of the technical and economic feasibility of the entire 
process. This will be done through a pilot plant in a ECCSEL research 
infrastructure. This project is also described in Subtask 2. 

The reasons for choosing it for Subtask 5 are that these processes are new 
ones and with very interesting opportunities for excess heat recovery and 
integration. These opportunities are quantified in the project. This project has 
been in operation between January 2019 and December 2021 and will be 
continued in a new phase. 

DENMARK 

Denmark 1: SuPrHeat-Sustainable process heating with high-temperature 
heat pumps using natural refrigerants  

The organization responsible for the project is the Danish Technological 
Institute. The project is in operation since September 2020. This project aims at 
developing and demonstrating three high-temperature heat pump systems for 
process heat supply at temperatures of up to 200 °C. The three systems are 
based on steam (water), hydrocarbons, and CO2 as working fluids, and they are 
optimized for different industrial applications. The technologies are 
supplementing each other, and altogether this heat pump portfolio implies the 
potential to cover all kinds of process heat demands up to 200 °C at highest 
efficiencies. Thereby, the technologies enable electrification and 
decarbonization of a wide share of the process heat demand of the industry and 
constitute a key-technology for industrial excess heat usage. 

The novelty of the SuPrHeat is the actual development and demonstration of 
excess heat usage with industrial heat pumps for high temperature applications 
in collaboration between industry, equipment suppliers, process experts and 
research institutions. 

Denmark 2: Digital Twins for large scales heat pumps and refrigeration 
systems 

Responsible organization is the Danish Technological Institute. The project is in 
operation since February 2020. The project targets two technological 
implementation areas; large-scale heat pump systems primarily for district 
heating and supermarket refrigeration systems. The Digital Twin technology will 
be demonstrated within both areas. One case study will take place in the 
supermarket refrigeration field and two case studies will focus on heat pumps 
for district heating at two different areas of Denmark. However, the results of 
this project will be of high interest for Digital Twin Technology for industrial 
excess heat usage.  

The innovative part of the project is the advanced dynamic models, integration 
with/into physical plant in operation, combination with use of data-driven 
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models, as well as provision of services including sector coupling, optimized 
operation, predictive maintenance, and fault detection. 

 

Denmark 3: THERMCYC-Advanced thermodynamic cycles utilising low-
temperature heat sources 

 

Responsible organization is the Technical University of Denmark. It was in 
operation between 2014 and 2019. The project aimed at solutions for thermal 
plants, power generation, heat pumping and cooling by use of low value 
sources as waste heat and renewable sources at high efficiency. 

The project comprised analysis on cycle level for both heat pump and power 
cycles, component analyses of compression and expansion machines and heat 
exchangers, computer aided molecular design of working fluids as well as 
experimental validation of suggested concepts. In addition, the outcomes of the 
project are demonstrated through real implementation in industry by analysis of 
the business potential of the developed solutions and conduction of four case 
studies. 

The novelty of this project is that it developed excess heat solutions that result 
in significant energy savings and reduction of CO2 emissions in Danish industry 
(and marine vessel consumption).   

 

7.3.  Conclusions 
The projects reported in Subtask 5 deal with many different technologies, systems, types of 
industry and aspects. There are three main reasons for choosing a project in this subtask as 
innovative and/or of special interest. These are: 

1. Novel technologies for excess heat usage 
• Heat pump:  France 3, Norway 1, Switzerland 1, Denmark 1, 2 and 3 
• Novel storage system: France 2 
• Power production: Switzerland 1 

In Subtask 2, several other projects, in which novel heat pumps and storages are evaluated, 
are reported. 

2. Novel system solutions for excess heat utilization: 

Industry to district heating and or cooling: Sweden 1, Sweden 2, Austria 2, Switzerland 1, 
Denmark 2 

Industry to industry excess heat usage: Canada 1, Austria 1, Austria 3, Denmark 1, Denmark 
3  

3. Excess heat role in new industrial solutions 

Canada 2, Canada 3, Norway 1, Switzerland 1 (business models), Italy 1, Italy 2 

The applications, from which the excess heat is taken, are in a variety of industry types: 
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• Pulp and paper: Canada 1, Canada 2, Canada 3, Austria 2, Austria 3 (saw mill) 
• Chemical: Sweden 2 
• Metal/ceram: France 1, France 2, Switzerland 1,  
• Dairy: Norway 1 
• Biorefinery: Italy 1 
• Cement: Italy 2 

 

The temperature level of the excess heat is in most cases somewhat below or above 100 C. 
Exceptions are Sweden 1, in which extremely low excess heat is used, Canada 1 (for low-
temperature heating of greenhouses) and Austria 3, with extremely high excess heat 
temperature (400 C). 

Several projects deal with high temperature heat pump solutions, notably France 3 and 
Denmark 1 and 3. Also, system aspects and the role of excess heat are important parts in 
several projects, as is shown in the table above. 

Special aspects of the pipeline for excess heat usage are discussed in Sweden 2 and Austria 
3. In Sweden 2, a pipeline for modest temperatures (50-80 C) but for an extremely long 
distance, 50 km, was investigated, showing reasonable economy at reasonable future 
conditions. In Austria 3, a pipeline for a modest distance (1.5 km) but for extreme high 
temperature levels (400 C) is under investigation.  

To summarize, the reported projects clearly show the fast and interesting development in 
novel technologies/systems for industrial excess heat usage. The variety of industry types 
included shows that there is a potential in most types, which should be considered when 
building new plants, introducing new technologies/systems for e. g. decarbonization, and in 
revamping situations. As has been shown in the projects in this task, cooperation between 
industries or between an industry and a district heating/cooling system is in many cases a 
fruitful and economically interesting way of using industrial excess heat. A key issue, 
discussed in many reports, is the importance of putting the excess heat into a system 
perspective, thereby identifying optimal use of the excess heat together with or in competition 
with other measures for energy efficiency/GHG mitigation. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
In the following, a summary of the contents and findings in the report is presented by 
Subtask: 

Combination of methods for excess heat identification and 
quantification  

With process integration methods, a more detailed picture of excess heat opportunities can 
be achieved. However, these methods require considerably more information about the 
energy system and more time and effort from both energy managers and process integration 
experts. Those more advanced methods are primarily of interest in energy intensive 
industries with complex heat exchanger networks. 

Thus, the aim of this subtask was to create a network between groups working on and/or 
who are interested in developing a combination of methods. The questions posed aim to gain 
insight into the data requirements and methodologies applied in the projects that can in turn, 
aid with scaling-up the application of excess heat utilization in industry and provide 
stakeholders with greater clarity regarding on this dynamic topic.  

The respondents noted that industrial systems can be quite different from each other, leading 
to complexity when trying to find common and replicable solutions. Hence, the respondents 
highlighted the need for clear, replicable strategies and guidelines regarding concept 
development, flexible control systems, monitoring and self-learning assessments to empower 
industry to make informed decisions to meet their operational and environmental needs.  

Consequences for excess heat levels of future changes in industrial 
energy systems 

The system future consequences in an industry, when excess heat is used, are of high 
importance for the opportunities for excess heat as well as for the economy and need for 
changes in the industrial energy system. These aspects have been discussed in this subtask. 
In all projects, the importance of putting excess heat opportunities in an industrial system 
perspective has been highlighted. The importance of identifying such consequences via 
system studies with e. g. pinch analysis is shown. This aspect seems to be crucial in real 
projects, as large changes in industrial energy systems will be very probable for the 
transmission in society towards deep decarbonization and as big projects for excess heat 
usage are expected to have a long lifetime. Future scenario studies should therefore always 
be performed in big industrial excess heat projects.  

High-temperature and hybrid heat pumps have been shown to be important technologies for 
industrial excess heat usage. Developments of and system aspects for these technologies 
have been reported in several projects. From the studies, it can be concluded that the 
introduction of such a novel heat pump requires a detailed system-consequence analysis, so 
that excess heat sources for heat pumping do not compete with e. g. direct excess heat use, 
or so that heat source temperatures after heat pumping do not decrease too much for further 
use.   The reported projects are important examples of the international extensive work for 
the development of high-temperature heat pumps and the results point at opportunities for 
considerable energy efficiency through excess heat usage in different types of industry. 
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Energy storage projects reported deal with developments of high-temperature storage 
solutions, mainly for steam production. In all projects, excess heat usage using storage was 
successfully demonstrated. Possible consequences of future energy system changes were 
not studied in these projects, but the developed methodology in the CETES project can be 
used for such studies. 

Also, opportunities for increasing the use of industrial excess heat through low-temperature 
power production and combination between industrial solar heating and excess heat have 
been reported 

Operational aspects in industrial energy systems  

The projects canvassed in this sub-task capture some of the practical challenges, but also 
optimization opportunities. Their objectives range from software tools that optimize the 
design of industrial energy systems, to projects that optimize combinations of renewable 
technologies to meet industrial process heat demand. Other projects focused on the 
integration of specific renewable technologies within a range of industries that were able to 
generate integration concepts for process heat.  

The survey respondents provided valuable insights into opportunities and challenges 
experienced in their project activities that can in turn help industry, policy makers and other 
counterparts alike to better understand these issues and opportunities.  

Opportunity and risk assessment for excess heat projects  

This sub-task seeks to capture the experience from projects that are exploring excess heat 
use, from a number of different angles. The projects outlined help to illustrate how risks and 
challenges arose in their respective projects, and the strategies that can be deployed to 
counteract this.  

Overall, the consensus from the project surveys was that strong policy frameworks can 
provide the certainty for all parties to be able to pursue excess heat opportunities. On the 
project level, iterative risk analysis and mitigation, along with strong stakeholder 
engagement, were identified as crucial strategies to employ to enable greater risk 
identification and mitigation. The insights gained can help all stakeholders (i.e., users, 
investors, suppliers and policy makers) to obtain a clear understanding of the associated 
risks and to develop mitigative strategies when deciding to develop an excess heat usage 
activity or endeavour in order to give it the greatest chance of success 

Compilation of innovative excess heat projects 

The projects reported deal with many different technologies, systems, types of industry and 
aspects. There are three main reasons for choosing a project in this subtask as innovative 
and/or of special interest. They clearly show the fast and interesting development in novel 
technologies/systems for industrial excess heat usage. The variety of industry types included 
shows that there is a potential in most types, which should be considered when building new 
plants, introducing new technologies/systems for e. g. decarbonization, and in revamping 
situations. As has been shown in the projects in this task, cooperation between industries or 
between an industry and a district heating/cooling system is in many cases a fruitful and 
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economically interesting way of using industrial excess heat. A key issue, discussed in many 
reports, is the importance of putting the excess heat into a system perspective, thereby 
identifying optimal use of the excess heat together with or in competition with other measures 
for energy efficiency/GHG mitigation. 
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9. POTENTIAL FUTURE WORK IN TASK 15 - SUBTASK 4 
Based on all inputs and discussions during the meetings, a suggestion for possible Subtasks 
in a continuation of the Task 15 has been suggested. Some groups have expressed an 
interest for a continuation of the Task 15, however without any commitment. Each 
participating group shall make a contribution in one or more of the activities. 

Suggested activities for new work are as follows: 

Activity 1: The role of excess heat in industry and industrial symbiosis 

Energy supply system, Operational aspects in industrial energy systems, AI methods, 
Connection to the power grid, electrification etc.  

In the current phase of Annex 15, it was recognized that the most holistic, systemic analyses 
possible are essential for the successful implementation of excess heat projects. This 
includes the possibility of exchanging excess heat with external (industrial) companies. Risks 
that industrial companies take when entering into symbioses in energy supply must be 
reduced in the future. New business models, regulatory changes and focused research can 
make important contributions to this. A possible activity for a potential continuation of Task 
15 is knowledge exchange focusing on excess heat utilization in industrial symbioses with 
the analytical tools available for this, regulatory frameworks that either promote symbioses or 
those that tend to hinder them, and technical, economic, and social hurdles that need to be 
overcome. 

Activity 2: (How to use) Process integration/intensification (strategy/benefits)  

The role of different technologies in industry for optimal use of excess heat 

Another activity that can be derived from Subtasks 1 and 2 of the current Annex project is the 
collection of knowledge on process integration and intensification, considering technologies 
and process changes that enable deep decarbonization of the industry. Dead-end or "lock-in" 
effects need to be avoided in heat integration and industrial energy systems need to be 
further developed towards full decarbonization. In this activity, these aspects could be 
discussed in the international consortium. 

Activity 3: Ongoing Big projects and Experiences  

Higher TRL level-research/industry innovative projects 

Large-scale implementation projects for excess heat utilization and the experiences from 
them help to initiate new projects. Examples of successful involvement reduce the barriers 
threshold of companies. In this activity, the work from Subtask 5 of the present Annex will be 
continued and intensified. 
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ABOUT THE TCP ON INDUSTRIAL ENERGY-RELATED 
TECHNOLOGIES AND SYSTEMS (IETS TCP)  
Founded in 2005, the IETS TCP is dealing with new industrial energy technologies and 
systems.  
Our mission is to foster international cooperation among OECD and non-OECD countries for 
accelerated research and technology development of industrial energy-related technologies 
and systems. In doing so, we seek to enhance knowledge and facilitate deployment of cost-
effective new industrial technologies and system layouts that enable increased productivity 
and better product quality while improving energy efficiency and sustainability.  
Through our activities, we will increase awareness of technology and energy efficiency 
opportunities in industry, contribute to synergy between different systems and technologies, 
and enhance international cooperation related to sustainable development.  

Disclaimer  
The IETS TCP is part of a network of autonomous collaborative partnerships focused on a 
wide range of energy technologies known as Technology Collaboration Programmes or 
TCPs. The TCPs are organised under the auspices of the International Energy Agency (IEA), 
but the TCPs are functionally and legally autonomous 
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